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Abstract 

This snidy examines the evaluations of non-native speakers of English by native speakers 

of EngIish. High school midents and university students judged native speakers of 

English, Cantonese, and Ukrainian on their pmnality traits on the basis of taped speech 

sampies. ui order to inveshgate possible effects of familianty with foreign accents and 

their speakers on evduations and comprehensibility of non-nahve speech, evaluations by 

Esteners in a n d  community and listena in an d a n  centre were compared. PosniIe 

effects of listenen' age, gender, experience in travelling abroad, educational IeveI, and 

perception of speakers' ethnic backgrounds were also considered. The results indicate 

that university students in an h a n  centre do not evaluate accented speech more 

negatively than that of native speakers. The hîgh schooI midents in both urban and rurai 

areas evaluated native speakers more favourabl y than non-native speakers. Social, 

educational, and linguistic implications of the present study are discussed. 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 

Background 

h this mdy, 1 investigate how native speakers (NS) of English fkom rural and 

urban areas perceive foreig accented speech, and how they evduate various 

characteristics of speakers on the basis of their accents alone. I aiso examuie the 

relationship between listeners' education IeveI and their assessrnent of accented speech. 

OAen, native speakers' evaiuative reactions towards non-native speakers refiect the 

attitudes of dominant groups towards subordhate groups. This snidy is an anempt to 

detamine language attitudes in two Canadian communities that have very different ethnic 

compositions: Vennilion and Edmonton, Alberta. More importantlly, 1 would Iike to 

b o w  what factors are relevant in fonning certain Ianguage and social attitudes towards 

other cultural groups. 

Ryan and Giles (1 982) state: 

In every society the differerztial power of partÏcular social groups is refiected in 

language variation and in attitiides toward those variations. Typically, the 

dominant group promotes its patterns of language use as the mode1 requùed for 

social advancement; and use of a Iowa prestige language, didect, or accent by 

minonty group members reduces their oppornniities for saccess in the society as a 

whole. (p. 1) 

Thus, Iisteners' attitudes towards speech with différent accents wodd likewise reflect the 

Iisteners' perceptions of the speakers with parti& backgrounds that are assotiated with 

those accents, 



This study was precipitated by some unpleasant experiences I have had since 

coming to Canada three years ago: for example, a woker at a cafe once attempted to 

shortchange me; another t h e  a shopkeeper replaced the baîiery of my watch with a dead 

battery. 1 wondered what factors motivated those people to do such things. 1s it the way I 

look, the way 1 sound, or sornething eIse? It is d i f i d t  to say that such unscnipulous 

behaviour could be atbn'buted to racial discrimination; p-s race had nothing to do 

with i t  However, some instances are M e r  to recognize than othen as clear cases of 

disakination. One hme, 1 was trying to fïnd the best ded on an airplane ticket to Japan 

by phoning several travel agencies. When 1 tned one particular Company, a rather blunt 

travel agent gave me information about a ticket Shoaly after, a finend of mine, who is a 

native speaker of English, phoned back and asked exactiy the same question. P r m a b l y  

the same agent to whom 1 had spoken gave the native speaker very différent information 

h m  what I was @ v a  People may interpret this differently, but 1 could not resia 

thinking that it must have b e n  the way 1 somded, since it happened over the phone. 

These and other simiiar incidents interested me in the study of social evaiuations 

associateci with foreign accents. 

The way in whîch Iineners perceive speakers with certain speech styIes or accents 

affects speakers' Zives. When Iisteners are members of domniant groups and the speakers 

are members of minority groups, it is easy to imagine that the speakers will be at a 

disadvantage. Thus, I believe that Iisteners' attitudes towards speakers. especidy 

minority speakm, shodd c o n t h e  to be cMenged, and 1 hope that thû midy will 

contn'bute to that process The present study focuses on the effect of famrliarity wÏth ESL 
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speakers on listeners' perception of foreign accented speech and the speakers. Therefore, 

I selected an urban area which is relatively racially and ethnically diverse and a niral area 

which is relatively racially and ethnically homogeneous in order to compare liaeners' 

attitudes towards foreign accented speakers. The present study wiil dso have 

implications for Canada's present immigration pattern, in which 60% of immigrants settie 

in the three than centers of Toronto, Montreal, and Vancouver (Citizenship and 

unmigration Canada, 1994). 

The main research questions to be explored in the present study are as follows: 1) 

Are native speakers of Engkh evduated favourably by native English listeners, 

compared to ESL speakers? 2) Do lmiversity students and high schooi students in an 

urban area, and hi& school students in a ruraI are% evaiuate non-native speakers of 

English differently? 3) If there are any differences among these three groups of listaien, 

then where do the différences corne fiom? 1s it education Ievel, irrban vs. ruraI location, 

or something else? 4) Are evaluations of a speaker's personafity related to perceived 

accentedness and comprehensibility? 

Definîtion of tenns 

Nathe speakers of E n g M  (NSs): speakers whose fkst language is En&h 

(Canadian English in this study). 

Non-native speakers of English WSs): speakers whose fim Ianguage is not 



Enghh as a second language (ESL) speakers: speakers whose second Ianguage 

is English. 

Cornprehensibiiîty: the definition of this term varies in the fiteranire. In the 

present thesis, the term refers to the extent to which listeners perceive speech to be 

understandabIe. 

Inteüigi'bility the extent to which utterances are meanirabiy understandabie. 

Foreign accent: speech characteristics such as pronunciation of segments, stress 

pa-, and intonation that speakers transfer fimm thek fint language to their speech in 

EngIish. This may also inchde phonologicd aspects of a NNS's speech that do not exia 

in either their first language or their second language. 

Accentedness: in the present thesis, this term refers to the extent to whîch speech 

is perceîved to be different h m  native Canadian English Listeners' perception of 

Canadian English. 

Oventiew 

This chapter has provided a brief acplanation of the dona le  behind the present 

research, and definitions of some of the temis used moa fiequently throughout the thesis. 

In the next chapter, 1 wiIl review some of the relevant research in the area of 

accent and Iisteners' attitudes, and disniss its relevance to the present research. Chapter 3 

wilI be a nmimary of research hypotheses. In Chapter 4 1 will begin by d-bîng the 

procedm of the present researck the stimuli; participants; speakers; and the process of 

data collection and analyses. 1 will then report the resnlts of the study. In Chapta 5,1 

will discass the d t s  and th& implications, and draw concIusions. 1 will aIso discuss 
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some limitations of the study as weII as some social, educationaI, and linguistic 

implications. In addition, 1 will make some suggestions for directions for future research. 



Foreia accent and issues of inteI1ipr'biIity and com~rehensiiilitv 

The roIe that foreign accent plays in ESL instruction, particularly the 

improvement of ESL speakers' English pronunciation, has been the topic of much debate. 

Stevick (1 978) discusses the role of pronunciation in commMication and desirable 

teaching rnethods of pmnunciation in foreign language leaming. He points out both 

negative and positive sides of acquiring native-like pronmciation. "Good" pronunciation 

of a target Ianguage could offend leamers' peer groups9 but on the other han& "poor" 

pronmciation wodd result in negative evduation of the leamers' intelligence or school 

work For Stevick, the teacher's task is to "provide suitable models," and "20 make it 

easy for the mident to h d  out how his efforts compare with the pronunciation that is 

taken as the standard for the coune" (p. 148). However, a question arises here: how 

should a teacber decide on suitable modek for leamers, and how should a standard for a 

course be detennined? 

Stevick oEers an interesthg view of pronunciation leamùig: he States that it is 

"oniy one aspect of a total proces, social in nature, which mvolves the whole Ieamer and 

not just the speech apparatus or cognitive facultiies" (1978, p. 148). Stevick emphasizes 

emotional and social aspects of Iearnbg processes. As an example, he suggests that 

"[fjor a penon whose upb~gÏng and prewîous social developrnent have Iefi him 

uncodortable with Southeast Mans, any nifcess at mimicry of Thai wiIl set up 

c o ~ c t s  wÏth the self-image that he has corne to depend on" (p. 146). Whaî Stevick 

suggests is that Ieamers' attitudes towards the cuitures and speakers associated with the 
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language that they learn mfluence how closely they are willing to approximate the 

pronunciation of native speakers. In fact, it has been suggested that leamers' perceptions 

of or attitudes towards other cultures and speakers are strongly related to leamers' success 

or failure of language learning (Gardner, 1985). 

While mearchers such as Stevick (1978) and Gardner (1985) focus on teaching 

~ e t h o d ~  and psychological aspects of pronunciation leamin& other schools of thought 

examine phonological feahues that contdmte to foreign accent. For instance, Gilbert 

(1980) stresses the importance of prosodic features in faciiitating pronunciation of the 

target language. In order to confiml the importance of intonation, she conducted an 

e x p a e n t  to test if languages could be identiiied by intonation alone. The 

experimenters recorded conversations in lapanese? Cantonese, and Engiish, and treated 

the recordings so that intonation aione was preserved. Speech samples were played to 

native speakers of Japanese, Cantonese, and English. The listeam were asked IO ident@ 

which language was being spoka~ The Iisteners averaged 58% correct identification of 

ail three Ianguages. Gîlbert, therefore, concluded that "language recognition is possible 

using prosodic cues alone, m e r  establishing the importance of intonation" (p. 1 14). 

Thus, acquisition of accurate prosodic fatures in U may facilitaie improved 

pronunciation. Also, it may a h  be important to consider how intonation wodd a f k t  

the mtelligi'bility and comprehensl'bility of NNSs' speech, 

Gilbert (1980) M e r  mvestigated how recognition of intonation patterns codd 

be ~ ~ t a t e d .  She conducted three experiments to test specincally the effect of 

mg-active and pandve-on learning Ïntonation- Passive listedg ÎnvoIves the task 
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of simply listening to the tape, whereas active listening involves mimicry of intonation 

using kazoos. Japanese ESL students were tested. When the time between pre- and post- 

test was relatively short (Le. one week) and raiher intensive training was gïven (one hour 

in four 15-minute sessions), the active listening group improved signîficady more than 

the passive listening group. Trained groups improved even with less intensive training. 

Therefore, Gilbert concluded that mimicry is an effective method for leaming intonation, 

and should be used in a classroom. She dso concluded that "it is likeiy that some form of 

'stripped speech7 focuses the leamers' attention" (p. 116). By focusing on one element at 

a t h e e  ïhe  stage of the leaming process at which intonation should be taught may 

deseme M e r  investigation. 

Other f e a m  of accent have been identifid as important components to improve 

ESL Ieamers' pronunciation. Esling and Wong (1983) suggest methods to make learners 

aware of voice quality settings of English as well as of their own LI. Voice qwkity 

settings are des&ed by Catford (1964) as "the long-tam postures of the larynx, 

pharyn~ tongue, velopharynged system and lips, as weII as long-term laryngeal 

configurations reflected in the diverse phonation typesn (p. 89). Esling and Wong extend 

Mord ' s  definition and argue that voice @ty settings 

may hct ion hguistically, to characterise the partïcular language or didect or 

social group to which a speaker belongs; or they may fiinction pâralinguistically, 

to signal mood or motion m converdonal contacts; or they may also fimction 

extralinguistically to characterise or identify the mdividual speaker. (p.89) 



Thus, voice quality settings rnay be considered as one of the characteriring features of 

accent, and they may innuence lineners' perception of a paaicular speaker. 

Esling and Wong (1983) suggest ihat voice quality se- are also relevant to 

intelligibility and comprehensl'bility: if the voice qualiv of a speaker's LI is different 

h m  that of a target language, spoken communication may present some d3Ïculties. In 

addition, the authors stress another Ïmportant aspect of voice quality setthg-the 

imitation factor. ''The -dents7 own native setthg may contain fanires which . . . evoke 

an davourable response fiom EngIish speakers" (p. 91). The authon also point out that 

voice quality communicates to some extent the speakers' social background, intelligence, 

or abiliq. Thus, voice q d t y  settings appear to be quite relevant to successN cross- 

cuitund commecation. Esling and Wong suggest specific teaching methods. In 

generai, they mess the importance of drawing leamers' attention to voice quality settings 

in order to help than analyse the characteristics of voice quality settings of the target 

language as well as those of their own LI. This study is rather innovative m the sense 

that it recognises the importance of teaching pronunciation in c o n t a ,  and it dows 

some variations ratfier than sûîctly postula~g "naîïve quality.'' 

Gynan (1985) discusses the factors that Nuence the comprehensriility of 

interlanguage to native speakers. He draws attention to uinntation," which is reIevant to 

comprehemibIlitytY "An assumption undedying the study of irritation is tbat even if 

nonnative speech is comprehensl'ble, the fonn of the message may be associated with a 

negative affective response fian the native speaker" (p. 160). Gynan finther points out 

that native speaker response to mt&angtxage is also a resuIt of evaluatio~~ He refas to 
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the native speaker's evaluative response to Ianguage as a lungziage ammtude. Gynan 

attempted to identify m r  hierarchies with regard to comprehensiiility, irritation, and the 

Ievel of learners' proficiency. He discovered that morphosyntactic f m o n  were more 

salient than phonological ones in terms of subjective measures. However, the 

phonological factors appeared to be highly correlated with comprehensiiility, especialIy 

for beghmer's speech, and the more saiient begÏnners7 m r s  were found to be 

"'imitating." Gynan concludes that although morphosyntactic errors are more d e n t  than 

phonoiogical ones, '4comprehensiibility is more related to phonological factors'' (p. 165). 

It seems important for ESL learners to acquire a certain level of phonological accuracy. 

However, it should be stressed that perceived comprehensiiility is also a fiinction of 

"Irritation* and evaluation on the NSs7 side. On the one han& it wodd be useful to 

identify phonologîcal feattxres that are especidy "kitating" to listeners On the other 

han4 however, the feanies that listeners feel to be imtating, and the degree to which 

they are imtating, may differ Eorn one Iistener to another. Also, highly intelligible 

speech may still be regarded as i m t a ~ g  ( M m  & Derwing, 199%; D m i n g  & Mumo, 

I997), depending on listeners7 attitudes- Thus, in order to facilitate smooth cross- 

Iinpuistidmss-culRrral communication, a more holistic approach should be taken to 

improve the pronunciaîion of ESL leamers, 

Major (1987) discusses research and theories conceming some aspects of U 

phonoIogicaI acquisiition such as age, LI mterference, developmentd processes, style, 

production, and perception. He pohts out that no skgIe m g  theory seems to be able 

to account for d leamer errors- Major concludes that mteractions between the 
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aforementioned factors and existhg theories have to be closely examined. Some theories 

seem probtematic. One such theory is advocated by Wojcik (1 980, cited in Major, 1987), 

who claims that "foreign accent is similar to a speech impediment; i.e., they both resuh 

b m  the speakers' failure to suppress the appropriate process(es)" (p. 195). A view such 

as Wojcik's Ieads to ESL classes that emphasize "accent reduction" or "remediation." 

However, the assumption that foreign accent equals impedirnent shouid be abandoned, 

because foreign accent is not a speech deficiency, but rather consists of 'detectable 

acoushc differences" (Flege, 1988b). nege defines important terms that are fiequentIy 

used in fiterature that assumes they are common howledge to readers. Fiege defines 

nattve Ionpage as 'the nnt ianguage(s) an individual leams in early childhood," and 

foreign lmg~age or rarger Ianguage as "any language(s) leamed nanrralistidy or 

through fomd instruction afkr establishment of the native language" (p. 226). A nafie 

spenker is dehed as "'someone speakùig her or his native language" and a non-native 

speaker is "3omeone speaking a foreign Ianguage" (p. 227). Flege States that 

Foreign accent is a phenomenological experience of listeriers that is derived nom 

detectable amustic (and perfiaps visual) differences between native and non- 

native speakers m the pronunciation of sou& or other speech units. The 

perception of foreigu accent Ieads to the conscious or unconscious redisation by 

the Iistener that the interiocutor is not a fellow d v e  speaker. (p. 229) 

An mteestmg point laûed here is that a foreign accent marks its speaker as différent 

The statement impiies that in some cases a fore@ accent may lead to some fonn of 

exclusion of foreign accented speakers. FIege defines promaation nom as "the 
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collective judganent of native speakers conceming how a sotmd 'ought' to be 

pronounced" (p. 229), and p h e t i c  nom as something that is physically meamrable. 

Pronunciaticn norrns cm be assessed on the basis of accqtability and inlelligbility 

judgements. Acceptability judgements may have greater variety than intelligibility 

judgernents, in tint they may reflect the tolerance or the irritation of judges. The notion 

of acceptability can be problematic, especidly when one assumes that members of certain 

social groups have the agency to accept or reject othen. Flege often uses the term 

~(theniicify, wwhich refers to "cornpliance with the phonetic n o m  of L2" @. 230). " A  

sound is produced adequately but not authentically when the listena correctiy identifies 

it, but is nonetheless able to determine that it was not produced by another native 

speaker" (p. 230). As far as intelligibility is concemed, adequacy is more important than 

authenticity: pronuncïation shodd be adequate if the message is to be understandable, 

even if it is judged as not authentic. 

Rege (1988b) also discusses the social and co~~zmunicative sÎgnificance of foreîgn 

accents. He recognises the probable negative effect of accents on how an U leamer is 

perceiveci as a person. For instance, Flege cites Kalin and Rayko (1978), who fomd that 

NSs of English in their study generally judged NNSs (Italian, Greek, Pomiguese, West 

Afncan, Yugoslav) to be less suitable for high s t a t u  jobs than KSs. but to be more 

suitable for low status jobs than NSs. Foreign accents are prone to be detected either 

consciousIy or unconsciously. Flege (1984) found t h  "accent detection (probabIy imIike 

the recogtu'n'on of accents) did not depend on pnor expexîence" (cited m Flege, 1988b, p. 

233). Thus, Fkge suggests that "accent detection Ïs based on paceived &vergences 
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the phonetic idornabon specified În phonetic category prototypes rather than on the 

perception of specific (non-native) propdes in the speech of non-native taIkersW @. 

233). 

There are several factors that determine perceived accentedness. It is 

hypothesised that the degree of perceived accent becomes lower as iisteners become 

familiar with an accent. The listenen' attitudes towards speakers also influence 

perception of accents. For instance, interlocutos tend to be more patient with speakers 

who are trying to make themselves intelIigîble. This tendency has an Înteresting 

consequence. Fiege (1 988b) suggests that "the negative effect of (remaining) divergences 

will a c W y  increase as  an L2 Iearner gains pater  proficiency in L2 because native- 

speakïng iistener's perceive him or her to be malong l e s  effort to accommodate" @. 

238). According to Gynan's (1985) hding that morphosyntactic mors were salient at an 

early stage in U Iearning and graddy  become less so, it is possible that accent becomes 

more pronounced as other featufes of U become more advanced. It is also possible that a 

lwei of pronunciation accuracy somewhat comparable to the level of pro ficîency in other 

linguistic features may be expected of relatively proficient L.2 lemers. Thus, 

phonologica1 advancement to the levei at which it will not cause low comprehennbility 

may be miportant 

Fiege (19880) also discusses the factors that cause accents. It s e w s  consistent 

among many midies thaî age of Ieaming is an important factor, and that it overrides the 

amount of experience in L2. The ucriticaI pend" for LearnSig L2 pronunciation appears 

to occur much earIia than puberty, at five years oId or even earlier. Moreover, there is 
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experimental evidence that suggests (Flege, M m ,  & MacKay, 1995) it is very imlikely 

that L2 speakers wilI have an undetectable accent if they have acquired their U after 

eariy childhood. 

L1 influence on L2 has also been studied extensively. Fiege (1988b) states that "a 

basic mechanism in L2 speech leaming seems to be the maintenance of previousiy 

established patterns of articulation for the production of L2 sounds that bear varying 

degrees of acoustic and articulatory similarity to LI sounds" (p. 305). FIege assumes that 

the L2 sounds fdar/sùnilar to those in L1 irnpede the leaming of new sormds, because 

learners substitute similar LI sounds for new L2 sounds and never Ieam the actual L2 

sounds. However, it seems important to examine how (in)efféctive this substitution is in 

texxns of intelligibility. If substitution doesn7t impede communication, a small deviation 

h m  the phonetic n o m  of target soimds should not matter. 

Fiege (1988b) also extensîve1y examineci features of accents in terms of voice 

onset time (VOT) and vowel quaiity. He found that dîfferences of VOT or vowel Imgth 

Î n  LI and L2 can be leanied, but L2 speakers may never e d y  match the LI nom. 

VOT seems quite fkagile in the sense that even L1 VOT is affected by U I&g. Flege 

goes on to discuss the d e  of attention and stratees in L2 learning. It has been 

suggested that L.2 Ieaming involves conscious processes (Schmidt, 1990). This 

hypothesis seems to be somewhat related to the assumption that the deveIopment of 

percephial ability and production occur hmd-h-han& Thus, if Ieafners are able to lista 

to phonetic fe- pârtidar to a TL and hear the difference between their own 

production and that of a NS, they couid ostensîbly "wl~ect'' thanselves 
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1 have so fa, discussed the nature of accent, what determines the presence of 

accent, and L2 pronimciation. While past research seems to focus largely on issues that 

have to do with L2 learners, Flege and Fletcher (1992) also discuss listener reiated issues. 

ïhey conducted four experiments to explore the influence of listena-talker related factors 

on the perceived degree of foreign accent. 

In their ht experiment, Flege and Fletcher (1992) examinai the effect of age of 

learning (AOL) and the role the amount of U expen'ence has on adults' pronuncïation. 

Tallcers consisteci of 20 native speakers of English, 10 native speakers of Spanish who 

started Ieaming EngIîsh at the age of 5-6 years ("early leamers"), and 20 Spanish 

speakers who started learning English as adults ("late leamers"). Late leamers, who had 

lived in the US for less than a year ("inexpmienced") were compared with late learners 

who had lived there for more than 7 years rexperienced") n e  early Iearners' 

pronunciation was rated a h o a  as high as that of native speakers of English. Both 

experienced and inexpaienced Iate leamers received tignificantly lower scores than the 

early leamers. Fiege and Fietcher also found that the length of English instruction and 

the length of stay in the US correlateci with degree of accent. Flege and netcher 

suggested that "Iate learners' pronmciaîion of English may improve as a h c t i o n  of 

length of residence m the United States" (p. 377). 

In th& second experiment, Flege and Fletcher (1992) tested whether "range 

effects* hfhence native speakers' judgements of foreign accent. Range effects refer to 

the phenornenon of NSs judging NNSs' speech to be more stmngIy accented when a 

larger proportion of NSs are hcIuded m a set of utterances. If range eE&s they 
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wodd Iend support to Long's (1990) c l ah  that two factors may influence whether a 

speaker is judged as native or non-native. One factor has to do with the Esteners' 

"tolerance" for pronunciation variations. 'Tisteners fkorn a large metroplitan area who 

have been exposed to many varieties of speech . . . may be more reluctant to classi@ a 

taIker as  non-native than liaeners without nich an experience of linguistic diverSityn (p. 

378). Fiege's and Fletcher's taIkers were native speakers of Spanish who were drawn 

h m  the fim experiment, and Chinese speakers h m  FIege's (1988a) mdy. The d t s  

showed that the same speakers received higher scores than in the previous experiment 

where native speakers of EngIish were included Thus, Fiege and Fletcher conclude that 

range effects influence foreign accent judgernents. This is an interestkg hding, because 

it indicates that "accentedness" is partIy a relative judganent 

In their third experiment, Fiege and Fletcher (1 992) tested the reliability of 

fore@ accent judgements. Listeners rated the speech of native Chinese speakers and 

native Spanish speakers. They rated the same speech twice with an intervening five 

minute pause. This experiment had a second session in which Iisteners were assigned to 

an identification task in which they were given feedback c o n c e d g  correct 

identification. hm-rater relüibility was fotmd to be hi& It was fotmd that the Iisteners' 

ability to identify the speakers' LI background did not improve much over the bials. 

However, the fàct that scores decreased in the second sesnon Ied Fkge and Fletcher to 

suggest that "the Iistmers became more a .  of divergences in the sentences h m  

English phonetic n o m  during session 2 wahout becoming more tolerant" (p. 382). 



In the final expaiment, the two early leamer groups, native speakers of Spanish 

and of Chinese, were compared, and their speech was presented dong with the speech of 

native English speakers. The native speakers of English and the Spanish early leamers 

received tignificantly higher scores than the Chinese early learners. Note that Spanish 

speakers started leaming English at the age of 5-6, whereas Chinese speakers came to the 

US at an average age of 7.6 years. 

The most important h d k g  in this midy is that AOL plays a critical role in 

acquisition of L2 pronunciation. The "critical p&od" appean to be much earlier (5-6 

years old) than g e n d y  believed. In a snidy by FIege, Munro, and MacKay (1995), an 

average of 59% of variance in the accentedness ratings was accotmted for by AOL. They 

also estîmated that the AOL for the fht emergence of foreign accent is somewhere 

between three to 1 1 years of age. In their study, very few ESL speakers who started 

Iearnîng English after 15 years of age were judged to fall within the NS range. Another 

interesting hding is the influence of the "range effkt" on accent ratings; that is, whether 

one's speech is judged to be accented or not largely depends on the proportion of N N S s  

amongst NSs. The range effêct may also apply to social settings as well, and may be 

reiated to the familiarity effm In other words, whae the population of NNSs is 

substantiaI, and thus its proportion to NSs is large, people may not judge accented speech 

-Y - 
Some studies suggest that foreign accent does not necessarily hpede 

communicatiox~ Mumo and Derwing (1995a) ÏnvestÎgated the relationships amongst 

accentedness, compreh-%Sv, and mteIligr%ility of the speech produced by ESL 
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speakers. Eighteen native speakers of Eng(ish listened to extemporaneous English speech 

produced by 10 NSs of Mandarin and two NSs of Engiish. Listeners then transmied the 

utterances (as an intelligiiility measure) and rated the degree of accent and 

comprehensl'bÏlity of the utterances on 9-point scdes. The researchers formd that the 

degree to which perceived cornprehensibility and accent are related showed considerable 

listener variabîlity, while comprehensiiiity ratings were conelated to a greater degree 

with inteIlÏgïibility. They examined a subset of the utterances that were 100% intelligiiible, 

and cornpared the comprehennbility and accent ratings for those utterances. The 

researchers found that the relationship between perceived intefigibility and accent 

showed considerabIe IÎstener variabfity. Many utterances that were pdectIy intelligible 

were perceived to be moderately or even heavily accented. Thus, dthough Munro and 

Denÿing point out that rmintelligiible utterances were aiways rated as heady accented 

and difncult to understand, they conchdeci that a strong foreign accent does not 

necessady reduce inteIligr'bility or comprehemi'bility in every case. 

Although it is not clear what criteria the Iisteners used to judge accentedness of 

the speech, "phonemic emn, phonetic errors, and goodness of intonation" ( M m  and 

Derwing, 1995% p. 91) seem to have played a d e .  The range of pronimciation that is 

acceptai by Meners may aiso differ. It is aIso mtaesàng to note that one of the NSs of 

English received Iower comprehensiiiiity r a t k g s  than many other NNSs. This seans to 

indicate that c o m p ~ h ~ b i l i t y  may also be determineci by f'actors otha than accent 

Murm, and Derwing (1995a) conclude thai Ycomprehensïbility and intefigiiility are 

accepteci as the most important goals of instruction in pronunciation, then the degree to 
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which a particdar speaker's speech is accented should be of minor concern, and 

instruction should not focus on global accent reduction, but only on those aspects of the 

leamer's speech that appear tu interfere with listenen' understanding" (p. 93). 

In a related sîudy, Munro and Derwing (199%) explored the relationship between 

intelligibility, comprehemilbiIity, and foreign accent Talkers were native speakers of 

Mandarin. Listeners who were NSs were assigned to do a sentence verification task ui 

this study, response latency data indicated that the utterances of Mandarin speakers took 

longer to ver@ than the utterances of NSs. Thus, Munn, and Denÿing suggested that 

although ail the utterances were intelligible, the longer processing time was due to the 

presence of accent in the utterances. In other words, accented speech requUed extra 

processing time. Also, the uttexzinces that received lower comprehenniility ratings took 

longer to pmcess than those with higher comprehensiility ratings. Thus, Munro and 

Derwing niggested that listeners may judge the utterances that take longer to process to 

be Iess comprehemiile, even though they ulhateIy understand the message. They also 

niggested that the degree of accentedness is not a dennite indicator of pmcessing time. 

On the other han& significantly more utterances pmduced by NSs were corredy v 6 e d  

than the utterauces produced by NNSr Thus, it seans that foreign accent may have 

reduced the intefigibility of some of the utterances. However, M m  and Derwing 

fotmd that dthough proceshg h e s  were related to compreh-bility &gs, they were 

not reIated to accent mtÏngs. Thezefore, the researchers conclude that dthough having a 

foreign accent has some costs, even a heavy accent is not "an inevitabIe barria to 

communication" (p. 3 02). They mggest that 
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the notion that foreign accent 'reduction' automaticdy entails improved 

comprehensiiility is quite incorrect. If improved commlmicative cornpetence is a 

primary goal in second language teaching, then attention ought to be directed to 

those sp&c aspects of the leamer's speech that moa affect cornprehea~l'bility 

and intelligibility and not to those aspects simply associateci with accent. @p. 

302-303) 

These two hidies by M u m  and Derwing (199%; 199%) have suggested that 

even though accent can certaiùnly reduce intelligibility, it does not always do so. Thus the 

presence of accent does not always impede commlmication. In light of these kdings, 

then, an immediate association of foreign accent reduction and increased communicative 

abfity of ESL Iearners may be partially imjustified. As Munro and Derwing (1995b) 

pomt out, judgement of comprehensLbZfy of foreign accented speech by NSs was 

affectecl by the Încreased processing time due to the presence of fore@ accents. The 

researchers speculated that although the Iisteners were ultimately able to undentand the 

utterances, the fact that they had to work hard in order to understand might have caused 

kIiîah0I.L 

In a more extensive study of the relationship between accent, comprehensïiilify, 

and intelligi'bility, DDerwmg and Munro (1997) found smiilar d t s .  In that study, talkers 

were miive speakers of Cantonese, Japanese, Po& and Spanish. It appeared that accent 

ratmgs were harsher than compreheas~'biljr ratings. AIthough they found significant 

correIation scores between perceiveci comprehensr"bIlity ratmgs and mtelligibility scorest 

o v d I  the utterances were highIy hteUi&r'bIe. The researchers also found that 
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c ~ m p r e h ~ b i l i t y  ratings were hanher than intelligibility scores. They concluded that 

listenen may perceive accented speech as difficult to understand due to increased 

processing time or effort, even though the speech is intelligible. 

D h g  and M m  (1997) also found that the degree of listeners' familiarity 

with speakers of Cantonese, Japanese, Polish and Spanish appeared to be a predictor of 

successfid identification of speakers' Lls. Moreover, identincation of speakers' LI s was 

n?oderately conelated with mtelligiibility scores. The researchers therefore suggested that 

there is a relationship between intelIigibiIity and familiar@ with accents. Gass and 

Varonis (1 984) found that familiari@ with topic, NNS speech, a particular accent, and a 

particular speaker facilitated comprehemion of accemed speech. Thus, the utterances that 

are related to a previously presented text and are read by the same speaker as the one who 

read the initial text were most cornprehensrble. 

If familiarity with particular accents does indeed faciltate a d  intelligibility of 

accented speech, then an effort towards increased intelligibility of accented speech could 

presumably be made by NS listeners as well. As M m  and Derwing (1995a) point out. 

the presence of foreign accent in speech does not always cause unÎntelligibiIÏty. Thus, 

other fmors shodd also be taken mto consideration in order to improve intelligibility. 

For instance, discourse factors such as topic familarity or shared information may &O 

contribute to I n d  mteIlig3ility ofNNSs7 speech (see Gass & Vamnis, 1984). 

World EngIIshes and th& mtellidditv m an intemattiond contes 

As reviewed above, a god of L2 pmnunciation leamkg has aimed roughIy eaha 

at native-fie accmacy or nifficient accufac~ for communicatio11 Koweva, since thae 
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are many varietia of English even on the North American continent, which variety 

should be an ideal mode1 and whose cornmimication should be facstated are interesting 

questions and rather sensitive issues: ackmwledghg one variety leads to discounting 

other varieties. In this section, 1 wiI1 review some studies and views on varieties of 

English, and the question of mode1 in relation to the issue of inteIIÏgibiI.@ world-wide. 

Prator (1 968) claimed rhat standard English pronimciation (British English, RP in 

particular, in his seme) is the mode1 that should be mastered by English as a foreiga 

Ianguage (En) leamers. He criticized Britain for being too generous with regard to 

varieties of English in places where English is not the native language of the inhabitants. 

He stated that "the hereticd tenet I feef 1 must take exception to is the idea that it is best, 

in a country where English is not spoken natively but is widely used as the medium of 

instruction, to set up the local varÏety of English as the dtimate model to be imitated by 

those Iearning the language" (p. 1 1). He Cnticizes '~Arnerkans'' for giving evey 

recognition and encouragement to usecond-language" varieties of English that practically 

"no one speaks natively." His criticism of US leniency is ironic in light of the 

considerable body of research documenthg discrimination based on second-Ianguage 

variches of English in the US (e.g. Matsuda, 199 1; Sato, 199 1; Lippi-Green, 1997). 

Rator's criticisms are grounded on the assumption that British E@sh is "the 

mother-tongue," and he regards other varieties of Engiish eisewhere as LC~econd-Ianguage 

varieties." He claims that the motha-tongue Mneties of En@ are ideaI for 

m t d o n d  communidon, becanse second-Ianguage varieties are not intefigiile- 



Prator states that any '&abnormality of speech" can Iead to Mintelligibility, and therefore 

even a little deviation (e-g. a foreign accent) should not be permitted. 

In an attempt to support his claim, Prator (1968) draws an example based on his 

experience with a student fiom India Rator claims that "the most imintelligible educated 

variety is lndian English. . . . It is hard to doubt that there is a direct comection between 

these conclusions and the faa that the doctrine of local models of EngIish is championed 

more often and more vehemently in M a  than anywhere else" (p. 17). Thus. he suggests 

that establishment of local variehes of English at the cos  of an instructional standard for 

TESL is not desirable. 

In response to Prator's stance, K a c h  (1976) argues for the establishment of local 

varieties of Engiisk He claims that the finidon of English in 'Third World contexts such 

as India and e c a  is not a means to innoduce British or Amencan culture, but '20 teach 

and maintah the indigenous patterns of life and culture, to provide a Iink in cdtrrrally and 

linguistically pludistic societies, and to maintain a continuity and unifonnity in 

educationd, a i l m i n i d v e  and Iegal systems" (p. 35). His daim that English can 

Ïntegrate varieties of dturai groups has a crucial implication for the question of 

inteIIigi'biliw nameIy, intelligible to whom? 

Prator (1968) assumes that the primary goal of Engiish use is to interact with 

British or Americans, but Kachru (1 976) suggests that it is no: n e c d y  the case; 

intelligibility to Bribsh, Gmerican, or other "native speab;ers'' of Engiish is rmnecessary 

În many mstances Linguistic parameters shodd be set for s o d  contexts in a speech 

community, and thus a mode1 does not have to be RP or standard Amencan English. 
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Kachru writes, "Let the mode1 be educated hdian Engtish. A little effort on the part of 

the native speakers to u n d e d  Indians is as important as a little effort on the part of 

Indians to make themselves tmderstood by those who use English as their fïrst 1an3~gef' 

(1976, p. 47). Although I agree with Kachni, I think his emphask on "'educated hdian 

English" is limiting in itself in the sense that it privileges the speech of those who have 

the social statu needed to gain access to "educated" varieties. Thus, it does not seem 

desirable to overemphasize an "educated" variety, not only in an Indian conte- but in 

other contexts as weI1. Variehes within a parhdar speech cornmunit. should dso be 

respecteci. 

Kachni (1976) states that native speakers of English shodd abandon the attitude 

of linguistic chauvinism and deveIop hguistic tolemce, which wodd have a desirable 

Ïmpact on various cultures and language users. He fiuther states that "[m]y main aim is 

to question the bases of the Iinguistic attitude which one encounters in the English 

speaking world toward the transpIanted varîeties of English which have developed in 

e c a ,  South Asia and other parts of the world" (1 976, p. 49). 

Smith and Rafiqzad (1979) tested if non-native vxieties of "educatedW English are 

Ïntelligible to Meners of various national backgrounds. Taikers were educated people 

selecteci h m  six corntries: Hong Kong, India, lapan, Korea, Malaysia, Nepal, the 

Philippines, Sri Lanka, and the United States. Taped speech by those talkers was sent to 

Ana, and data were collecteci locally. InteIligÏïility was measraed by a cloze procedure 

test, and a Iistening comprehension questionnaire was prepared to test understandixlg. 

Intelligibility, dBïcuIty of passages, and understandmg were compared among taIkers 
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b m  each country. The d t s  showed that talkers fiom the US and HK were least 

intelligible, and the rest were highly intelligiiible across listeners h m  Asian corntries. 

Thus, Smith and Rafiqzad conclude that there is w reason to insist on a native speaker to 

be the mode1 in Engiïsh classrooms. This was an innovative study that directly deait with 

the question of muhial inteifigibility of Englishes. The resuits actudly proved that a so- 

d e d  ''native variety" of English (Prator, 1968) does not necessady contnbute to 

international communication. 

Smith (1 992) m e r  investigated whether or not different varieties of English are 

intelligible to one another. He also examineci the effects of EngIish proficiency, and 

familiarïty with topic and speech varieûes, on intelligibility (word/utierance recognition), 

comprehensibility (wordhtterance rneaning), and Ïnterpretability (meaning behind 

wordlutterance). Smith tape-recorded English produced by individual speakers fiom 

China, India, Indonesia, Japan, Papua New Guinea, the Philippines, Taiwan, the UK. and 

the US, and played those recordings to three p u p s  of participants. Group 1 of the 

participants coosisted of 10 Japanese speakers of English whose TOEFL scores ranged 

h m  375 to 600. They were ody f d a r  wîth speech varieties or forms of address of 

Japanese, Amexican, and British speakers. Group 2 conshed of 10 native speakers of 

Amencan EngIish, who were not very f d a r  with varieties of speech and the address 

forms of corntries other than those of the US. Group 3 was a mix of speakers wah 

various backgrounds: one native speaker (hm the US) and eight non-native speakers 

(one each h m  Burma, Chùia, hdonesia, Japan, Korea, the Philippines, and Thailand). 



They were all fluent in English, and were familiar with several varieties of English and 

the address forms. The test materials were tape-recorded convenatiom. 

The r d t s  showed that all the conversations were highly intelligible to the 

Iisteners. Also, the participants in Group 3 were best able to interpret the conversations 

correctiy. They dso had the greatest confidence in their abiIity to understand the 

conversations. Interestinpiy, the native speakers were not able to identify Amerîcan 

speakers as weU as the participants in Group 1 or Group 3. 

WhiIe most of the speakers were perceived to be welleducated, 10% of the non- 

native speakers of English thought that the speaker fiom India was not wekducated, and 

10% of the native speakers of English perceived the speakers h m  Papua New Guinea 

and Indonesia to be not weU-educated This is an intaesting dt, considering that 60% 

of the native speakers of Engiish thought the speaker fiom Papua New Guinea was a 

native speaker of English. There is no indication as to whether those who thought that 

the speaker h m  Papua New Guinea was not wekducated were those who thought that 

the speaker was a native speaker of Engiish. The listeners who judged some of the NNSs 

to be not weIl-educated may have based their judgements on linguistically as~ciated 

stereotypes- 

Moa of the Iisteners, except the mixed participant group, thought thaî aiI the 

speakers used standard EngIish, with the exception of speakers h m  India and lapan. 

Thirty three percent of the mixed Mener group thought that the speaker h m  the US 

used non-standard English. Thus, Smith suggests that "non-miive English speakers need 

not be indistmguÏshabIe h m  native speakers m order to be judged as using Standard 
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English" (p. 86). He furtber claims that "ït is possible for Standard English to be spoken 

with many different accents" and "Vis is one of the very positive r d t s  of the vast 

spread of English across the globe" (p. 88). It may be &O possible, though, that 

"'standardness'' and "Mtivenes~'~ are uuderstood differently. Altematively, one could 

niggest that there is no one standard EngIish, but multiple standard Engiishes with 

différent phonology, syntax, and so forth. 

Smith (1992) concludes that the language proficiaicy of the Iîsteners affects 

intelligiibility and comprehensibility. He states that "being a native speaker does not 

seem to be as important as being fluent in English and f m i a r  with several different 

national varieties. . . . the increasing number of varieties of EngIïsh need not increase the 

problems of understanding across cultures, if usen of Engiish develop some familiarity 

with them" (p. 88). This cl& seerns to be more progressive than asking NSs to develop, 

in Kachni's (1976) words, "'linguistic tolerance." Tolerance rnay not be a solution, 

because one can tolerate a variety and stiU retain a negative ahtude towards it 

Understanding by becoming familiar with linguistic varieties should be a more desirable 

goal. 

Van der Watt (1995) also challenges the commody held assumption that British 

Engiish shodd be taught as a modeL She supports the idea of accepting and teaching 

local vazieties of English. Van der Wdt maidy discusses three issues: the idea of 'world 

Engiishes' and its significance in a South Mcan conte% midies of hteIligt%Zty, and 

standardisation. She criticizes the fact that British EngiÛh is assumed to be the only 

appropriate modd m Sonth f i c a  This assumption leads to stigmatisation of Iocd 
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vaneties of English as ' M n g "  or "incorrect." She impliciùy suggests that there should 

be a distinction between "fossilised errors" and "a feature of a specific variety of Engiish" 

@. 7). In other words, sorne features that differ h m  British varieties of English rnay 

sbp ly  characterize a certain Mnety of EngIish and may not necessarily be erron. 

The importance of Van der WaIt7s papa is that f'undamentd but often negIected 

issues are addressed. The notion of "intelligibility" and both past and ongoing studies of 

inteIligibility comprise one such issue. Nelson (1982, p. 60, as cited in van der Walt, 

1995, p. 8 )  points out that "midies attempting to empiricalIy determine the intelligibility 

of communication between native and non-native speakers focused on phonoIogkd 

features prirnarily, in situations where c o n t e d  clues were limited." Van der Wdt 

suggests that "intelligiiility should ideaIIy be tested in authentically produced and 

perceived discourse above sentence levelW (p. 10). As weII, it seems to me that 

i m e f i g i b i ~  c m  be deteminai by various aspects of commrmicative strategis as we1I. 

Varonis and Gass (1982) also suggested that comprehensi'bility is afEécted by the 

interaction of many factors such as grammar, f d a r î t y ,  fluency, and social conditions. 

Van der WaIt (1995) points out the fact that "existing studies tend to measrrre 

intefig'bility a g a h  a specified standard" (p. 8), usualIy American or BrÎash varieties of 

Engiish.. In the majority of studies, liative speakersn judge "non-native speakers'+) of a 

partidar hguage, without coIWderÏng who f a  mto whictr category, and why. She 

emphaskes that standardisation of any partïcuiar varîety of language shouId be 

k d e r e d  in relation to the £Ûnctiond use of the varieh m the context of th& speech 

commtmities. She ako pohts out the miportance of destigmatkhg Iocd varieties m 
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cornparison with Westem varieties of English. As K a c h  (1976) argued. where English 

is a means of communication in a culturally and linguisticdy plrrralishc speech 

comtnUI11:ty, there is no reason to aiforce British or Arnerican English. A local variesr of 

English is a nifficient and a logical choice. 

Accent and discrimination 

Conflicts generated by language amtudes of memben in a speech community 

towards certain varïeties of English can be exernplified by the case of Hawaüan Creole 

English @CE) in Hawaii. AIthough Sato (1991) admitted that negative amnides toward 

HCE ex&, she suggested that there is increasing support for HCE as weU. She illustrateci 

this point by discussing public opposition to a policy that was formulatecl by Hawaii's 

Board of Education (BOE). The policy stated that "Standard English [wodd] be the 

mode of oral communication for midents and staff in the classroom sethg and ai1 other 

school related settings except when the objectives coverled] native Hawaüan or foreign 

Ianguage instructîon and practice" (p. 653). Some members of the pubfic argued that 

HCE was a vital aspect of local identity. More hterestingiy, the responses to the BOE's 

policy revealed a clear case of class diffêrenca in language attitudes. In an informd 

survey of students at public and pnvate high schook, ody  26% of the private school 

students felt that HCE use should be dowed in school wIiile 54% of the public school 

students felt so (Verplogen, 1988, d e d  m Sato, 1991, p. 654). Saîo states that "the 

survey's d t s  seem to reflect general social cIass and d - u r b a n  diffefences, wÎth the 

w o h g  class -dents attending Mal public schools showing much stronga IoyaIty to 

HCE than the d a n  prime schooI studmts fiom middle and upper4ncome fades" @. 
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654). The possiîle relationship between language amtudes and language usen' 

backgrounds, nnal versus urban in pdcular, will be examined in the present study. 

Sato (1991) points out that "questions were raised conceming the inherently 

political defiaition of standard English" (p. 657). This is an important question in ESL, 

especiaiiy when one considers what to teach whom, and why. "Standardness" is relative. 

and is detemîned in reference to the status of each Ianguage variety. For instance, as 

Sato points out, standard Hawaiian Englîsh is not standard in relation to a Mainland 

variety of Enpiish, dthough the former is a r n a h t r e m  means of commtmîcation in 

Hawaii. 

Matsuda (1 99 1) argues for hpuistic p I d s m  and eIimination of discrimination 

based on accents. She focuses her discussion on the US antidiscrimination law Title W 

and its signincance in various court cases in the past, and she searches for an appiication 

of it towards justice. Matsuda first presents and analyzes the signincant accent cases that 

illustrate the p d o x  of Titie W, which disallows discrinination on the bases of race, 

national ongin, and traîts when they are hherent in race and national ongin, but dows 

employers to discrimÏnate on the basis of job ability. Thus, in many accent cases, 

employers' c l a h  that communication skills are requiired for a job, and that speakers with 

foreign accents that impede comm~can'on are thus inappropriate for the position, have 

been fomd reasonable. Howwer, the paradox here Îs that accent is associateci wÏth a 

speaker's race or national o r i w  

In the court cases that Matsuda (1991) reports, the importance of communication 

skiUs is emphasized and ratiomhed without evidence to juçtify accent-based 
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discrimination. Matnida, however, aiticalIy examines the notions of communication and 

communicative abiIity. Drawing fiom sociolinguistic midies, she points out the fact that 

"speakers of the Iow-stam speech variety, by necasity, are able to understand speakers 

of the hi&-status variety. Speakers of the hi@-status variety, on the other hand, 

fiequently report that they carmot understand speakers below them on the speech-status 

scale" @. 1352). She argues that tolerance of d i E î c e s  and motivation for 

understanding are what is really needed for communication, because "comprehension is 

as much as a h c t i o n  of aninrde [italics added] as it is of variabil@" (1 99 1, p. 1362). 

It is înevitable that hi& intefigibiiity is a requirement for some occupations such 

as teachers, doctors, air M c  controllers and broadcasters. Thus, fair measurement of 

întelligibility of a job applicant's speech is in some cases necessary. Howwer, in the 

cases reportai by Matsuda (1 991), plaintifEs seem to have had good communicative skills 

and good intelligibility dthough they had non-standard accents. In other words, there 

was no clear evidence that the plaintif&' accent acnially interfered with their job 

performance. If speakers with accents ;ire not hired because of the kmds of accents they 

have (as opposed to unintelligible speech), then it would be an incidence of 

. . *  

discnmmaton based on foreign accent, or on the race or na t iod  ongin that is associateci 

wÏth the accent The problem may lie with the difficulty of dismiguishing "between an 

admzSsibZe business judgement based on business necessity or personal preference and 

OUldmissabIe [sic] considerations based on race or national ongin" (Lippi-Green, 1997, p. 

159). Thus, it is cruciai to assess actual i.nteIligibifity and c b t y  of speech m relation to 

what a job e n a .  



Matsuda (1991) dso discusses the issue of intelligibility and "accent" She argues 

that inteiligiiility is re1ationa.I rather than absolute. That is to say, intelligibîlity is ais0 

deteRnined by the listener. Depending on who is Iistening, an accent couid help or hm 

communication. When listeners are motivated to underçtand their interlocutors, 

inteIligiiility becomes higher than when Estenen are lacking such motivation. Thus, 

comprehension adjutmats should be fairly easy for motivated lineners. In t m s  of the 

notion of "accent," Matsuda puts forward the view that accent is socidIy constnicted, and 

the "standardn is a contextualized notion rather than a g e k c  linguistic property of a 

lmguage variety. Mamida mongly supports Linguistic p I d s m ,  and states that it 

represents a generous and tolerant self that marveIs at "diferaice" (p. 1387). She argues 

against standardization and Iinguistic intolerance, and argues that "holding people in a 

nation as radicaIIy diverse in accents as ours [LISA] to one standard of prontmciation is a 

dedaration that this is a nation of one voice" (p. 1375). The exc1usion and repression of 

certain accents are justified by the inherent superioxity, efficiency, uuiversality, and 

a g  effect of the ŝtandard accent" Howwer, those justifications disguise "an 

exercise in power" (p. 1395). Matsuda emphasizes that assumptions such as the 

* . .  * 

superiority of a standard accent are imposed in orda to donaIize discrmiination on 

account of accents- 

From a IegaI standpoint, Matsuda (1991) suggests that law c m  potentidy be 

practised for justice m accent cases. Matsuda mggests tha& m accent cases, courts should 

consider points such as 1) the Ievel of communication required for the job, 2) whether the 

job applicants' speech is fkîr1y evaiuated, 3) the mteIligibIlity of applicants to relevant, 
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nonprejudiced listenen, and 4) reasonable accommodations for the job and limitations in 

intelligiiility. Matsuda ha l ly  expresses her sincere wish that the many voices of 

America be heard. 

Language policies of govemments also have an impact on the lives of speakers of 

minority languages. Hemindez-Chavez (1994) gives an historicd overview of language 

policies in the US. The ovewiew makes it cIear that Ianguage policies in the US-either 

an English-only policy or a partial admission of non-English langages-have been laid 

out for the benefit of the Anglo-American population. Even when minority languages are 

accepted, the acceptance is often motivated by administrators' desire for convenience and 

not for the advantage of rnÎnoRty groups. For instance, Hernindez-Chavez comments on 

the Iimitations of lin@stic civil rîghu and argues that 

non-English languages are used officially only with monohguais (or near 

monohguais) and only as a compensatory mechaniSm, not as a language right. 

They funcrion both to ease administrative burdais and, ironicaUy, to acdturate 

members of ethnic minonty groups into the bureaucrahc systenz In this way, 

minority Ianguages and cultures are undermineci at the same tirne that they are 

used to gain support among minontie~ for the programs and to mute their 

opposition to govermnental language policies. (1994, p. 153) 

Historically, English-only movements or policies have been tied with nationalism, 

which m tum is & i e d  by economic depression, war, intemational conflkts wÏth other 

corntries and so foah. The language poficies thar recognise only English have had an 

impact on political, economic, and educaîional systems, a& in the author's words, have 
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Ied to "'culhxal genocide." Cultural genocide has taken different forms, but the moa 

prwalent one is to attempt complete assimilation of minority groups to the dominant 

Anglo-Americi111 culture. Heniindez-Chavez (1994) c r i t i d y  views a notion of 

"htegration" that is usudly assumed to be encouraged for the newcomers: '' 'Integration' 

into the dominant society is seen as a proper objective only insofar as this means the 

culniral adaptation of the mhority to the n o m  of the majority raîher than the fidl and 

equal participation by aLI groups. . . . A more cynical analyns might conclude that the 

tnie goal is to maintain a facially based systern of power and conmi and of unequd 

access to resources" (p. 158). 

Inteption into mainstram culture rnay be desired by minorhies as wel1, and they 

may have a strong desire to replace their accents with a standard accent, perhaps in an 

attempt to gain upward mobility, or for other various reasons. Lippi-Green (1997) 

however caIls it "'the seduction of perféct English" (p. 228). "The seduaion of perfect 

Engiish, of belonging absohtely to the mainStream culture of choice, is one that is hard to 

resist" (Lippi-Green, p. 228) for many ESL speakers. To Lippi-Green, such consent by 

ESL speakers takes part in a language subordination process: "FÎrst, one person or group 

must want to make another pason believe that thek language-and hence their social 

degiances and pnoxities-are infirior. Second, thai targeted pason or group must 

become complicit in the process'' @. 242). 

Wdey and Lukes (1996) examine Engiish-only and standard EnW ideologies in 

the US and their influences on langage pIannÎng and policy that involve English 

mstruction for immigrants and speakers of "non-standard" vmieties of EngIish. The 
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authors especially cal1 attention to the structure and role of language assessment The 

underlying assumption of such course offerings as "Basic English wr ihg  skills" is that a 

deficiency in standard English should be ' '~~~rected" or "remedied." The authors point 

out that this kind of coune generdly carries a negative connotation, and o h  assumes 

that the -dents who enrol are non-native speakers of Engiish. Moreover, -dents are 

assîgned to those cornes on the basis of their scores in English tests, and thek Lls are 

never taken into consideration. 

Existhg language assessrnent tests asnime standard Ianguage as a nom, which is 

based on a iiteracy tradition. Thus, Ianguage tests masure certain aspects of Ianguage 

proficiency that filter out those who do not have the same tradition. Wiley and Lukes 

(1996) argue that "bassessments that m e m e  Ianguage proficiency soIely m standard 

English and do not take into account L1 proficiency have led to results that have been 

inappropriately interpreted as indicating that Ianguage minonties are less intelligent and 

need remedid or special education courses" @. 529). 

This is an important article, one that focuses on Ianguage assessrnent and 

explicitly talks about its potentidy problematic role in the reproduction of inequalihes. 

As has been discussed, gatekeeping mechanisns are &O relevant to accent-based cases. 

To what extent phonoiogical varieties cause actual imintellig'bility for alI Ianguage users 

is often unclear. LippiGreai (1997) comments on the role of mas media in standard 

English ideologies, and states: 

The need for an approach to language which will mn>imize the technid problems 

of broadcasting has m e d  mto an arena for who has a right to make dccisions- 
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and enforce hem-about how English shodd be spoken, and who deserves to be 

heard. (p. 139) 

Problems conceming language assessrnent may partly have to do with who shouid be 

assessing lmguage proficiency and on what basis. It se- important to make sure that 

language assessrnent is fair and reasonable with a cleariy definecl purpose. 

ESL and Iinguistic/ethnic minosties 

1 have discussed the cornplex relationships between accent, varieties of English, 

inteIligiility and speech communibes. What then const i~es  desirable ESL? 

Leather (1983) reviews some existing studies and discusses ' a  rationde" for L2 

pronmciation teachîng. In tams of pronrmciation goals, Leather niggests that a near- 

native accent is not a necess;ny goal for lemers, but a reasonable goal should be to 

become "'comfortably intelligible' (Abercrombie, 1963) and to sound socially 

acceptabIe9' (p. 198). He also suggests that acceptabiliv of non-native speech is related 

to the de- of accent and what U varÏety the speech moa approxhates. Leather 

claims that the pronunciation goals m leaming should be considaed in the context of the 

L2 pro- as a whole. 

Leather (1983) raises some important questions. He points out that %ere is no 

comasus on what the obsavabIe conelates of 'good pmn~~~ciation' might be" @205). 

In other words, judgements tend to vary h m  one Iistmer to anot6er. Recd Major's 

(1987) and Fkge's and Fletcher's (1992) studies which suggest that thap are many 

fimors that mfluence Iisteners' judgements of ESL speakers' pronmitiatio~ 



While linguistic rights of niinority speakers should be protected, some researchers 

suggest that it is a redity that not having access to a "m-" language variety tends 

to M t  empIoyment or educationd oppomJnities. Thus, ir is important to give minority 

speakers full access to a "standard" variev, as additive b i d i a l d s m  (Sato, 1989) and to 

"empower" rninority speakers (Peirce, 1 989). 

Peirce (1 989) challenges the commonly accepted notion of communicative 

cornpetence as a goal of teaching English and proposes a pedagogy of possibility. 

Communicative competence means what is appropriate within a certain discourse in a 

given communityy which includes suciolinguistic d e s  that are rmquestîoningly accepted 

by speakers. Discounes in poststructmdîst theory, on which Peirce bases her arguments, 

are ̂ the complexes of sîgns and practices that organize social existence and social 

reproduction" (p. 404), and have 4b~dtural and politid coroflaries and are irnplicated in 

the way we perceive ourselves and our role in society" @. 405). 

Peirce (1989) argues that English can be used to challenge the conditions on 

which sociohguistic des are based. The sociolinguistic des refer to "appropriate" 

usage of a language. For example, in some communities in South e c a ,  it is appropriate 

for black people to c d  a white male supervisor m m e r .  Peirce aiso argues that teaching 

is a politicaI process that takes part in social reproduction For these reasons, the 

discourse of Ianguage teachmg-English language m paaicuIar in this context-chould 

be r e d e d ,  m e  teaching Englûh reinforces the reproduction of socid 

mequaIities, Ï t  can also expose those th es, help leamers se& then possiibZties, 

and "empowef' (Srnion, 1987, cited in Peirce, 1989, p. 408) the Iearners- Empowering 
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leamers means enabhg people who have been rn-alised in a community to speak and 

fully participate in a community. 

Peirce (1 989) draws examples fkom "'People's English" and a comic in South 

M c a  People's EngIish was proposed at a national conference to establish curricula or 

sylIabi that would support people's power and participation in people's education. It was 

intended to be distinguished not h m  British English or American English, but fkom 

Apartheid English. The aims of People's English were to inform midents of the eviI 

nature of apartheid, to make students ''think and speak in n o m & ,  nonsexist, and 

nonelitia ways" (p. 41 I), and to enable students to free themseIves h m  oppression. 

People's EngIish redehed Ianguage cornpetence, which includes "an understanding of 

language as socially and histoncally constmcted, but at the same t h e  open to dispute" 

(p. 412). 

A comÎc book was published as  a pedagogicd tool to promote People's English. 

The comic's content was organised in such a way that it facilitateci the development of 

critical thinking and reading and wxiting skills. The comic, as a fom of popdar culture 

rather than traditional and conventional British literature, was accessible to a wide 

audience. The m o n  of popular culture thus worked to "incorporate aspects of 

students' lived culture mto pedagogid work without depicting the students as exotic or 

marginal as an 'otha' within the dominant hegemonic culture" (p. 416). 

In response to Peirce's (1989) article, Dubois (1990) dismisses the "pedagogy of 

possÏbiIity" and 'poststrucnnalist theory of language" advocated by Peirce by calling 

them "the same old linguistic detennmismm (p. 103) seen m the Sapir-Whorf hypothesis, 
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and she M e r  claims that People's English is an act of neo-coIonialism. She seems to 

be a little defensive of her own position as an ESL tacher, and argues that her teachuig 

does not determine students' ideas. Peirce (1 990)' however, responds clearly and points 

out that teachers' positions in classrooms are never neuaal. No matter what they do- 

affirming, negating' or ignoring midents' comxnents-teachers are committing a political 

act Peirce argues thai what is important here is to theorize the political roIe of teachers. 

She also discusses the validity of p o s t s t n i m a  theory, and rejects Dubois's Mew. 

Peirce exptains that in postsaucturalist theory, **'finguistic communities are perceived to 

be heterogeneous armas in which Ianpge is implicated in the stmggIe over m&g7 

access, and powei' (p. 108). In this sense, People's English may be considerrd an 

attempt to reconstruct the meaning, and hmceforth challenge the power, that has been 

operating in the construction of meaning of EngIish in South Afirica, specifically within 

the context of apartheid 

Pennycook (1989) similarly argues that "Imowledge is socially constructed, 

represents partÏCular ways of understanding and explabhg the world, and since it 

therefore always reflects the înterests of certain individuals or groups, is inevitably 

inscribed in relationships of power" (p. 612). On the bask of this cl* he cnticizes the 

ment trend in which social scientins daim objective and neutml observations of 

phenomma Similill:Iy7 Pennycook atternpts to invalidate the notion of mdod-  He 

argues that methods are neither ne& nor cohesive. The advacement of 'hew" 

rnethods 1) serves the mterests of certain mdividuds or groups such as academics andlor 

publishing companies, and 2) has very Me relevance to what goes on in c-xns. 
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Ah, a patriarchal understanding of method and teaching serves to maintain inequalities. 

Moreover, the methods that Western teachers h m  "developed" corntries import into 

"developing" countries are assumed to be superior to the bcal ones. The same land of 

trend can be observed in English varieties. The varieties, in terrns of pronunciation in 

particdar, that are taught intemationdly tend to be Westem varieties; such a trend serves 

to favour western speakers? but not necessarily local speakers (see also Peirce, 1995). 

Pamycook (1989) maintains that method in second Ianguage education 

predorninantly serves the interests of white male academics. He argues that we have to 

understand who is controlling classroom practice and who is teachinF'the state, in 

concert with capital and a IargeIy male academic body of c o d t a n t s  and developen, 

intmening at the Ievel of practice into the work of a IargeIy f d e  workforce" (Apple, 

1986, pp. 36-37, cited in Pennycook, 1989, p. 6 IO). Pennycook concIudes that it is 

crucial for teachers to know the social and political rotes they play, and undentand 'the 

social and polihcd implications of the theoretid paradigms that S o m  om work" (p. 

6'12). 

However, teachers or classrooms may be able to serve minority Ianguage 

speakers' mterests. Peirce (1995) collecteci voices of minority ESL leamers m her 

qualitative, Iongitudinar study of five mimigrant w o m a ~  T'ose women kept diaries of 

Ianguage teaming experiences m thar homes, worirpIaces, and communities over a 12 

month period Peirce and the participants met regularly to discuss their experiences. 

Some of the joirmals citeci Ïn t h  paper mclude clear cases m whîch "accent" was a target 

of h d a t i o n  and exclusion Peirce's approach to coIIect a d  narratives of the ESL 
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learaers served to make their voices heard, and she was able to document the Zived 

realities of those lemers. 

Peirce (1995) advocates the notion of imeshnent instead of motivaiion. While 

instnunentd motivation presupposes " a  unitary, fixeci, and ahistoricd language leamer 

who desires access to material rrsources that are the privilege of target l a n p g e  

speakers," the notion of investment b'conceives of the language learner as having a 

complex social identity and multiple desires" @p. 17-18). Peirce argues that the Ianguage 

leamer and the language Iearning context cannot be separated. The conceptions of an 

individual in SLA shouid be re-conceptualized in relation to the social world In her 

view, Ianguage leamers have complex social identities which are subject to change over 

time. 

Peirce (1995) suggests that ""how relations of power in the social wor1d aéct  

social interaction between second language leamers and target language speakersT' (p. 12) 

is of gxat importance, and it is crucial to teach leamers to be aware of their "right to 

speak" (p. 18). Peirce discusses the importance of "classroom-based social researchn (p. 

26) in which Ianguage leamers actively engage in investigations in communities and 

mteractions with TL speakers. It seems to me that this is an innovative and potentially 

empowering approach for otherwÏse marginalised leamers. At the same tmie, pahaps the 

speakers of TL other than teachers also have to be made aware of SL learners' ri& to 
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Formation of personditv impression 

It has beai suggested in psychological theories that listeners judge speakers' 

personalities on the basis of non-verbal speech characteristics such as voice quality. 

Kramer (1963) suggested that listeners can judge speakers7 emotional shifts and personai 

characteristics h m  nonverbal propertïes such as timbre, inflection, and stress of 

speakers' voices. In a review of exisiing studies, Kramer cites Pear (193 1)' who 

examined responses to questions about nine readers h m  over 4000 Iisteners of British 

radio. In Pear's study, listaias were able to estimate the age and sex of the speakers 

easily. Listenen were aiso able in some cases (an actor and a clergyman) to guess 

speakers7 occupations accirrately. Although listeners guessed speakers' occupations 

ïncorrectly in other =es7 certain emn in guessing a speaker's profession were 

sipnincantly consistent Thus, Kramer suggesis that %me voices provide a stereotype of 

a certain occupation even though this is not the actud occupation of this speaker" (p. 

408). 

Although there are confounding experimental results reporte& the majority of 

studies seem to suggest the existence of a relationship between nonverbal voice properties 

(e.g. voice @ty such as breathy voice, flow and cleamess in speech) and judgements of 

speakers' personaiity and exnotional state- AIthough most of the studies reviewed in 

Kmmer's papa (1963) were cIinically bas& the findmgs of those studies seem to have 

implications for studies of Ianguage attitudes- If certain voice characteristics evoke 

'tocd stereotypes,'' then it seems reasonable to assume that foreign accent as a voice 

characteristic would evoke stereotypes- 
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How, then, do listenen fom stereoIypes fÏom voice characttenstics? Do they 

associate an overail impression of the voice with certain occupations or personalities, or 

do they add or subtract each voice characteristic (in terms of identifjmg an accent, 

transfer of LI acousûc characteristics to U) to ultimately form an image of the speaker? 

Brown (1986) niggests that some perceiveci personality traits are more salient than others. 

and people tentatively foxm an overall impression of a person's personality on the basis of 

those important traits. The characteristics of the saiient traits are that they are rather clear 

in terrns of either negative or positive qualities. For instance, "intelligent" and "warm" 

are clearly positive terms, while "stupid" and "lazy" are clearly negative ones. 

Brown (1 986) suggests that pieces of information about a person are acquired 

m d o d y ,  but they are stored in memory Ïn  a unined fashion. He also ciamis that social 

Homation is more EeIy to be orffanized in terms of events, arguments, or ethnic 

grooupss, rather than organized in tenns of individuals, when the information is not 

clustered by person, In addition, Brown suggests that erg-on m temis of individuals 

is more Iikely to happa with acq&tances than with strangers, and with a stereotypical 

combmation of traits than with an tmexpected combination. Based on Brown's c l a h ,  it 

can be m f d  that one is very IikeIy to fomi an impression of a strmger based on givm 

social information, stereotypes in partidar, rather than information about an individuai. 

In f a  socid information that is clustered by social caîegories such as ethnicity, gender, 

cias, or race may in some cases be more salient th;m mdividd differences in terms of 

persoflitlity judgements. This assimiption is particularly relevant to the present study in 



its investigation of the effect of familiarity on persodty judgements based on voice cues 

that presumably provide some socid information on the speakers. 

Accent and social evaluation 

One possible consequence of having a foreiign accent is to be perceived negatively 

because of the stereotypes or prejudices that accent may evoke on the part of a listener. 

These negative perceptions based on accent can have a negative influence on how 

speakers are positioned in a speech community, such as Filipino accented speakers in the 

US (see Matsuda, I 99 1 ; Lippi-Green, 1 997). The present midy investigates how adult 

native speakers of EngIish perceive fore@ accented speech and evaluate its speakers 

soIeIy on the b a i s  of th& accents. The rationale of speech waluation studies is based on 

the assumption that "the stemtypeci Umpressîons that members of one ethnohguistic 

group held of another group codd be called forth e f f i v e l y  by speech cues done" 

(Lambert, 1967, cited in Brennan & Brennan, 1 98 1, pp. 207-208). Therefore, it is 

assume. that if Iisteners are exposed to accented speech, any stereotypes associatecl with 

that particular accent will emerge. 

Social cIass and Ianeuage ataluations 

Ryan and Sebastian (1980) mvestigated the separate or mteractive e E i  of social 

class and etfiniCity on e v d d v e  &OIE to speakers. Eighty undergfaduate students 

with either iower-class or middlei:lass backgrom& rated male speakers of either 

standard or Spanish-accented En- on SCUIE, soIidarity, staeotype, and speech 

c f i a r a c t ~ c s ,  and they also made social distance judgements. The assamption was that 

"accentedness wiU act predomÎnanUy as a cue to ethniw whereas the social cIass 
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background information will more direaly influence assirmptions about belief and 

attitude similarity" (p. 229). In order to examine the effects that speakers' social class 

have on Iisteners' evaluations, the experimenters used an experimentai group in which the 

information on speakers' social class backgrounds was given, and a conml group in 

which the *ormation was not presented. 

The results indicated that standard speakers were perceived sîgnificantfy more 

favourably than accented speakers in tams of all five ratings in the Iower-class contes  

For accented speakers, significantly more positive scores were @va under the midde- 

class guise than the lower-class guise on all but the speech charactaistic scales. For 

standard speakers, however, middle-class speakers were associateci with s i ~ c a n t i y  

higher status but assigned Iowa speech r a ~ g s .  In tenns of social distance meanne for 

midde-class speakers? signincantIy more subjects preferred to enter the most intimate 

interactions with the speakers of standard English than with the accented speaker. 

Therefore, Ryan and Sebastian (1980) concluded that the interaction between social class 

and ethnicity of the speakers suggests that "king both a manber of a different ethnic 

group and an individual with a lower-class background resuits in decidedly negdtve 

evaI~-ons" (p. 232). 

Deeree of accentedness and evaIuations 

Giles (1972) investigated the effects of degree of accent on Iisteners' evaltta.tionsC 

South WeIsh and E n W  coIiege students rated Esglish speakers with Vanous regional 

accents on pleasmûxss of the voices, speakers' social stany and communicative aspects. 



Giles's shidy showed that speakers whose accents were perceiveci to be stmnger were 

evaluated l e s  favourably. 

Brennan and Brainan (1 98 1) investigated the relationship between degree of 

accent in Mexican American speakers7 English and evaluative judgernents by Mexican 

Amaican and Anglo American Iisteners. ludgements were examined in terms of ovo 

evduative dimensions-status and solidarity-usîng a 7-point rating scaie. It was found 

that speakers wÏth lower degrees of accent received higher statu ratings than speakers 

with higher degrees of accent However, this trend was not so prominent for solidanty 

ratings. ( M y  magnitude estimations of accentedness given by Mexican Americans were 

significantly correlateci with solidarity scores.) 

Listeners' reactions towards speech with various accents 

A considerable number of studies have been done on listeners7 evaluative 

reactions to foreign accent or linguisticldialectal variations. One of the eariiest studies 

was done by Lambert (1967) in a Canadian context He deveioped a method caiied the 

"matchad-guise" technique in which bihgual speakers read the same passage twice, once 

m English and once in Canadian-style French- Listeners were English Canadians @Cs) 

and French Canadians (FCs). Lambert fomd that both groups of listeners evaluated EC 

guises more favourably than FC guises It is interesthg thai FC listeners downgraded the 

speakm m the guise of th& own ethnk p u p .  The reason for this reaction is not cIear. 

1 can only specuiate that minority speakers are weII asvare of theK IÏngmsbc stahis in a 

Society, and such a view might have been reflected Ï n  th& downgradmg of îheir own 

bd. In other words, à is possible that the Meners m Lambert's sttxdy prujecîed an 
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acceptance of a class-related standard @reman & Brennan, 198 1) onto their relatively 

negative evduations of their feLiow speakers. 

Some early studies suggest that the gender of speakers dso affects Iisteners' 

perception of them. Preston (1 963, cited in Lambert, 1 972) examined the reactions by 

ECs and FCs towards fernale and male speakers of English and Canadian French. He 

found that the EC listaias, both f d e  and male, rated the f d e  speakers more 

favoiirabty in their French guises than in their Engiish guises, but the Iistenen rated the 

male speakers more favourably in th& English guises than in their French guises. In 

particular, maIe EC listeners judged that femde speakers in French guises were more 

mtefigent, ambitious, self-confÏdent, dependable, couragmus and shcere than in their 

Engiish guises. The effêct of the speakers' gender in that study seemed to be so m n g  

that it overrode the language effect Why listeners favour mhority language speakers if 

they are fernale but not if they are male requires fûrther investigation. 

Ryan and Gamma (1975) investigated reactions to accented speech and standard 

En&& speech. They had Mexican Americans, e c a n  Americans and Angio Americans 

Men to a speech in standard American Engiish and m MexÏcan American accented 

EngiÏsh, and give e v d d o n s  on status and solidaay dimensions. The study reveaied 

that Mexican Amencan Meners mide l e s  status diffkentiation between accented 

speakers and standard English speakers than the other two groups- 

Nesdde and Rooney (1996) investigated the effect of hguage accents on 

chikiren's evaiuations and steze~typÎng. Listeners were 40 IO-year-01ds and 40 12-year- 

olds h m  a re1atively monOCUIRnal schooI (rnonodtural gronp) and a reIativeIy 
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multicdtural school (muIticdarral group). Talkers consisteci of children who spoke with 

strong and mild Anglo-AuStralian, Mo-Australian and Viet-AustraIian accents. Unlike 

most other research, Nesdde and Rooney used the 'terbal guises" technique (Cailan, 

Gallois, & Forbes, 1983), in which different speakers are matched in terrns of a number 

of personality and Iinçyistic variables. This technique differs h m  the matched guise 

technique (Lambert, 1967) in that each speaker speaks with one accent, while the 

matched guise technique has one speaker sp+g in two Ianguages or accents. Each 

accent was labellecl with its ethnic deçignation for h d f  of the Listeners, and unlabelied 

accents were presented to the rest of the listenen. The listeners evaiuated the accented 

speech on starus and soIîdarity scales and on traits comprishg the stemtypes of each 

group. 

An&-Australian accents were perceiveci to have p a t e r  sta tu  than the other two 

accents, and Italo-Australian accents were perceived to have greater status than the Viet- 

A u t d a n  accents. Nesdde and Rooney (1996) niggest that this is due to the fact that 

Mo-Australîans are rather weU-established in Austdian sociev, whereas Vietnamese 

people are more recent immigrants7 and smaiIer in nimiber. Mild accents were perceived 

by the olda chlldren, not by younger ones, to have higher stanis than the strong accents. 

However, when the accents were Iabelled, the accent ~eeagth efféct disappeaed. Thus, 

Nesdde and Rooney suggest that "ImowIedge of the speaker's ethnic p u p  membership 

provides mfomiation about the speaker's staw, which reduces the listenefs dependence 

on accent strength as a basis for différentiating status'' (p. 144). Thae was no tignifkmt 



diffmce between the monocultural group and the multidtural group of listenets in 

t m s  of statu scaling. 

Strong accents were ateiuted greater solidarity than mild accents. The 1abeIled 

Viet-Ausnalian accent was attriibuted greater solidarity than the other two Iabelled 

accents. The interaction between contact and ethnicity was signifiant. That is, the 

multidtud group, who had contact with each of the ethnic groups, attri'buted more 

soIidarity to the Viet-Amtdian accent than the other two accents. The ciifference in 

solidarïty scaling on identifieci vs. unidentified accents was signifi~ant ody for the oIder 

children fkom multiculnnal schools. Nesdale and Rooney concluded that "contact with 

miriority ethnic groups inmases the AngIo-Ausldan rnajority group7s tolerance" at this 

age range (p. 146). In general, the age factor and identification of accents sean to have 

played important d e s  in evduative reactions. It might be possible that accent per se did 

not necessarily elicit evaluative reactîons; rather? listeners were r d g  to ethnic groups 

rather than to speech. It is also possible that identifkation of accents by listenhg to 

speech is simpIy a di£ficuIt ta&, especiaIIy for children, 

Moreover, in Lambert et aL7s mdy (1966), the bias agakit speakers of Canadian 

French by wodüng-cIass adolescents was l e s  prominent than that of upper-middletIass 

adolescents. The snidies by Lambert et al. (1966) and NesdaIe and Rooney (1996) seem 

to suggest that Iisteners' age and social class are miportant Mors in their *des 

t o d  minority Ianguage groups. Thus, m the present study, 1 compared listmers' 

educationd Ievel age, and experÏaices. 



Summarv 

In this chapter, 1 presented some of the extensive research on L2 accent 1 began 

with a discussion of the shidies on the nature of accent, and its e E i  on intelligibility and 

comprehensiiility. 1 proceeded wîth a discussion of intefigibility of varieties of 

Englîshes in a global conte- and then htroduced the st~dies that documented incidences 

of discrimination based on accent. Those studies relate to my own and my friends' 

experiences as accented speakers, as weii as to the present study, Ï n  the sense that they 

demo~l~sated the negative consequences-otha than communication breakdown4f 

having an accent As a basis for the rationale of my present study, I drew upon a number 

of psychological midies on personality impression. I then reviewed some of the research 

on iisteners' evajuations of speech based on accents. Language issues that centre around 

accent are cornplex, and they entail linguistic, social, and educational consequaices. It 

seems that having an accent could have signifiant effects on speakers' communicative 

skills as weU as how a speaker Ïs perceiveci, and judgements based on accent are in him 

often infxuenced by various sucid factors such as gender, social class, ethnicîty? race and 

age. 



CHAPTER 3: EXPERIMENT 

In the present shidy, I attempt to investigate the difference in NNSs' reactions 

towards foreign accented English speech between Iisteners in a nual area and an urban 

area Earlier midies in listeners' reactions towards foreign accented speech have not 

focused on the potential influence of Iisteners' experience due to their living 

environment I W ~ o u t  taking into account contextual différences in listeners' reactions, 

the attitudînal studies wodd fail to reach more generalizable conclusions. Thus, the 

present study casts light on a neglected aspect of listena' reactions, and specifically 

documents contexaial effects on NNSs' readons towards foreign accented speech. 

In Nesdale's and Rooney's study (1996), the socioeconomic status of the Esteners 

was one of the most prominent factors in determinhg listeners' attitudes towards foreign 

accented speakers. Thus, 1 hypothesize that the socioeconomic stanis of the Listeners wilI 

be a factor in my reseafch. Note, however, that due to the difncdty of assessing 

Meners' socio-economic backgrounds, I will ody examine listeners' backgrounds in 

tams of thek parents' educahon Ievel. 1 also hypotheske that listeners' educational level 

and experience abroad may have some effect on the Iisteners' aithdes- Listeners who 

have experience mteiactmg with a varïety of CUIttms and people may be more positive 

t o w d  IÏngPistic Vaneties than the Iisteners who do not have such qeriences. It k 

expected that language evaluation will reflecî how favourabIy a variety is viewed, and 

will affect the evaluation of social groups who are associated with a partidar variety. I 

hypothesize that due to the différence m th& experience, listeners in cdtarally diverse 
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areas wiIl react to foreign accented speech and its speakers more potitiveiy than iistmers 

in relatively homogeneous areas. Thus, liaeners' mictions in rdatively raciaIly and 

ethnically diverse Edmonton are expected to be more positive than those m relatively 

racially and ethnidly homogeneous Vermilion. At the same the,  it is hypothesized that 

the responses towards an accent that is associated with a rdatively estabfished and non- 

visible minority group would m e r  h m  the responses towards an accent tint is 

associated with new immigrants and/or a visible minority group. 1 dso hypothesize that 

the age and gender of the liaeners wilI be important factors in evduative reactions. 

Method 

In order to test the hypotheses stated above, I tape-recorded the voices of three 

groups of speakers, including visible and non-visible minority speakers, whose L 1 

backgrounds varie& 1 asked listeners who differed in theU educational Iwel experîence, 

and age to respond to questionmires after listening to tape-recorded utterances. ResuIts 

were statistidy andyzed. 

Stimdus text 

1 prepared a short passage in English wÏth cdtrrrally neutrd content (see 

Appendix A). The passage was extracted h m  an ESL textbook (Camemn & Derwing, 

1996), and rnodXed slighuy in order to minimize any potentiaI effect on judgements of  

voices. 

ParticiDants 

Speakers. The group of 12 speakers (ail voImteers) ~ ~ e d  of  four native 

speakers of  Cantonese, four native speakers of Canadian English, and four native 
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speakers of Wuainian, ranging m age h m  20-35 years. In order to eiimmate a potential 

gender variable, alI speakers were f a d e .  1 attempted to balance the native speakers of 

Cantonese and Ula;iinian such that each group had one very heavily accented and one 

very mildly accented speaker. The remaining speakers were judged to be in the middle 

range. The initial judgements of speakers' accentedness were made by the author. AU 

but two of the second language speakers were students at the University of Aberta, where 

the mhhnum score of Tom is 580, and d but one were highly proficknt speakers of 

English. The exception was one of the Ukrainian speakers, who was registered in a hi& 

intermediate ESL class. However, she did not have ficulty reading the stimulus te= 

Listeners. Grade 1 1-12 students who were anendkg high schools in Vermilion 

and Edmonton, AIberta, and University students who were emolled in a hguistîcs course 

(non-majors) at the University of Alberta in Edmonton, pdcipated voluntarily Ï n  the 

study. The listeners consisteci of 69 high school students in Vermilion, 79 hîgh school 

midents in Edmonton, and 54 University -dents. AU the participants in Vermilion were 

native speakers of English. In both Edmonton settmgs, there were some speakers whose 

fïrst Ianguage was not EnpIish; 1 eziminated those participants h m  the analyses for the 

purpose of the present sîudy. Ab, one of the participants in VemiEon was excluded 

h m  the analyses due to the u n d  natrne of her respomes. mus, 68 rual high schooI 

students, 60 h a n  hi& school students, and 40 wexsi ty  studentr m Edmonton were 

mcluded in the anaIyses- 

Out of the Iisteners m Vermilion, 26% had ken  to a country other than the US, 

and 16% had been abroad to a country outside Europe and North America, Six percent of 
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the listeners in Vermilion had lived abroad more than three months. In Edmonton, 46% 

of the hi& school students had been abroad to a country other than the US, and 32% had 

beai to a country outside Europe and North Amaica Twenty-two percent of the 

listeners in Edmonton had lived abroad more than three mon& in a country other than 

the US, and 19% had Iived abroad in a cotmûy outside Europe and North Amerka 

Sixty-three percent of the University students had been abroad to a country other than the 

US, and 38% had been abroad to a country outside E m p e  and North Amerîca Thiay 

percent of them had lived abroad for more than three months in the same country, all of 

them in a country other than the US, and 15% of them had lived abroad in a country not 

in Europe. In general, the Mener groups in Edmonton have had more experiences 

travelling outside Canada, and outside the North American c o n ~ e n t  in particular, than 

the high school students in Vermilion. 

It was found that 38% of the mothers and 33% of the fathers of the University 

snidents have univdty degrees. Twenty percent of the mothers and 28% of the fathers 

of the hi& school stridents in Vermilion have tmiversity degrees- Twem seven percent 

of mothers and 32% of the fathers of the high school students m Edmonton have 

wetsity degrees. ui generaI, a iarger percentage of the parents of participants in 

Edmonton hold University degrees as comparexi to the parents of participants in 

Vermilion. The faîhers of universÏty studenîs and the fathers of high schooI studmts in 

Edmonton have a comparable lwel of edudon,  but in geaeral, a larger percentage of the 

parents of tmîversity studaits have univers@ degrees. 



The diffaence in the leveI of education of the participants' parents in Edmonton 

and Vermilion is p a t e r  when compared in temis of graduate degrees. Eighteen percent 

of the mothm and 15% of the fathers of the miversity students hold Masters or PhD 

degrees, while only 1% of the mothers and 6% of the fathers of the hi& school students 

in Vermilion have a Masten or PhD. In terms of the high school students in Edmonton, 

5% of the mothers and 15% of the fathers have post-graduate degrees. Thus, the level of 

education of the parents of the three groups of listeners diffen, especially between the 

participants in Edmonton and the participants in VermiIion. 

Ouestiormaires. Listeners responded to two questionnaires: the first, 

Questionnaire A (QA) (see Appendix B), had 25 questions for the snidy involving 

UfUlversity student listeners. The questions asked listeners to judge the speakers' 

comprehensiiili~ and accentedness, and to evaluate dimensions such as personality 

traits, statu, and solidarity. The questions were selected based on previous studies by 

Lambert (1967), Ryan and Carranza (19751, and Brennan and Brennan (1981), as weU as 

Likert scales constnicted by Dr. Bernard Rochet at the University of Aiberta Some 

questions on waluative dimensions were eIiminated for the other two studies m hi& 

schools on the basis of the d t s  of the University study. Questions that were dropped 

(staned on QA) had large listena variability and dÏd not indicaie clear tendencies of 

preferace for one accent group over another- The evaluative questions required the 

Meners to make judgements on 7-pomt d e s .  The second questiorrnaire_ Questionnaire 

B (QB), coIlSiSted of questions about the listeners' experbces m foreign Ianguages and 



travelhg, and their educationd, linguistic, and ethnic backgrounds as well as other 

demographic information. (For derails? see Appendk C.) 

Procedure 

1 tape recorded each speaker's voice on a separate tape in a soimd room using a 

microphone (Sennheiser MD4120) and a mixer (Shure M267) connecteci to a Tanderg 

educational tape recorder (TCR 522). AI1 speakers were given an opporRmity to practïce 

reading the stimulus text prior to behg recorded. I first dubbed the voice of a male native 

speaker of English reading the same passage. This was done to ennne that listenm 

would be familiar with the passage pnor to Iistening to the fernale voices. 1 then dubbed 

12 stimulus voices onto the same tape with a Sony S t e m  Cassette Deck TC-WR735S in 

a randorn order following the male voice. Thus, there were in total 13 voices reading the 

same passage. 

In order to avoid a possible effect resulting fiom a non-native speaker of EngLish 

and a member of a visible minority conducting an experiment on foreign accent, 1 

arranged for the same Caucasian native speaker of Canadian Engiish to conduct the 

experiment each thne- 

Expen'ments were conducted in three high s c h o o h n e  in a rurai area, and the 

other two in cuIturalIy diverse urban -and in a univers@. One of the experiments 

was conducted m Vennilion, Alberta, where 3.6% of the total population is Ubhian  and 

-05% is Chinese. ûther experiments were done in Edmonton, AIberüt, where 2% of totaI 

population is Ukramian and which has much iarger Chinese population (3% of total 

popdation) than V d o n  (Statistics Canada, 199 1 a, 199 1b). Experlments mvolving 
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high school student listmers were conducted in quiet classroorns, one class at a time. 

There were about 15 to 20 students in each class, and in every case, teachers remaineci in 

the nom. The experiment involving university -dent Esteners had al1 listeners in a 

single lecture roorn. The tape was played on a portable stem tape deck (Sanyo MCD- 

23 1). Listenen were asked to listai to the 12 f d e  voices and judge their personalities 

as if they were l i a d g  to someone's voice for the fim time on the telephone or radio. 

They were instnicted to work on QA as soon as they listened to each speaker's voice, and 

m e r  the questions in QB after Iistening to dl 12 voices. Fint, the male voice was 

played to familiarize listeners with the content of the passage? and the 12 fernale voices 

were played in the fouowing order: 1) a native speaker of English (E), 2) a native speaker 

of Cantonese (C), 3) a native speaker of Ula;rinian m, 4) C, 5) U, 6) E, 7) E, 8) U, 9) E, 

10) C, 11) C, and 12) U. The experimenter waited untiI everyone finished n1Iing out the 

quest io~ake before movhg on to the next voice. 

The chia were entered in Excel files, and the r d t s  of QA were statistically 

adyzed using Super ANOVA and StatView. 

Results 

Did Iisteners in aII three Iodons favour NSs more than NNSs of Ennlish? 

1 conducted a one-way ANOVA with accents as a within factor, for dl meners in 

high schooIs Ï n  Edmonton and in VermlIion and m the wers i ty  m Edmonton. The 

results Edicated a signincant e f f i  of speakers' accents, E(2,292)=30.697; F.0001. 

The d t s  of a 1-test with Least Squares Means mdicated that Cantonese speakers, 

6 0 0  1, and M a n  speakers* 6 0 0  1, ~ c e e d  signincantly Iowa evaluations than 
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English speakers (Note that when 1 conducted more than three -tests in a set of data to be 

compared, 1 set the significance level as ~<.001 to avoid increased posnbilities of 

attaining significant results. Otherwis~including Newman-Keuls poa hoc tests-the 

significance level is ~(.05). The mean evduation scores for Cantonese speakers and 

W a n  speakers were not significantly different h m  each other. Thus, a m s s  

personality traits, dl the liseners evaluated NSs more positively than NNSs. 

F i w e  1. Mean evduation scores for three speaker groups 

Did Iisteners in different locations evduate speakers differendv? 

The listeners' evduations of the speakers with different accents differed amongst 

the three listener groups, dependhg on speakers' Lls. University students in Edmonton 

did not différentiate th& & d o n s  according to h d s  of accent The d î s  of a two 

way ANOVA with one within f ~ o r  (ianguage) and one between factor (iistener groups) 

mdicated that the effect of listener group on the overaIi evaIuations was not sïgnificant 

However, there was a s i p ih in t  mteraction effect of Ianguage groups and listener 

groups E(4,288)=6-076; F-000 1. The mean scores for each Ianguage group @en by 



each of the three listener groups are tabdated below (Table l), and the interaction is 

ploned in Figure 2. 

Table 1. 

Means for the interaction of languaee mws and Iistener erows on overalI ~ersonalitv 

trait evduations 

Listener groups 

~ ~ g ~ a g e  P V S  Edmonton VermÎlion Edmonton 

University High school Hiph school 

Cantonese 4.7 4-4 4-6 

Fimw 2. Interaction of speakers' Lls and Iistener groups for overall personality trait 

evaluations 

iVmri ion,  high 

Engîish Ukrainian 

In ternis of English speakers, none of the Mener groups' evaIUiitions were 

signincanly different h m  each other a. F-001. The d t s  of an UnpaÎred Means 



Cornparison indicated that both the universïty students, -. 126; fi00 1, and the high 

school midents in Edmonton, ~3 -464; ~<.00  1, gave tignifimtly higher evaluations to 

Cantonese speakers than the high schooi students in Vermilion. In tenns of UIaainian 

speakers, the evduahons of the three groups of listeners did not dîffkr significantiy. 

Unpaireci 1-tests revealed that the evaluations of the University students and the 

high school midents in Edmonton for the three accent groups did not significantIy differ. 

A h ,  the evduations of high school shidents in Vermilion for Engiish speakers, 

Cantonese speakers, and Lkahian speakers were not sipnificantly different at gc.00 1. 

Did the three m u o s  of listaiers evaluate m e r s  differentIv on five evduative 

dimensions? 

A series of two-way ANOVAs with speakers' LI as a withui factor and listener 

p u p s  as a between factor indicated h t  the three Iistener groups evaluated speakers on 

five evduative dimensions differently dependmg on the speakers' L1 backgrounds. 

Questions are clustered into five evaluative dimensions that 1 determined based on 

previous research (Brainan & Brennan, 198 1; Nesdale & Rooney, 1996; Ryan & 

Carranm, 1975; Ryan & Sebastian, 1980;). These dimensions are: 1) penonality, 2) 

soIidanty, 3) speech char acte ris tic^^ 4) stereotyphg, and 5) status- 

Persunalitv dimension: Thk dimension coIlSists of the questions on the speakers' 

intelligence, cornpetence, confidence, kindness? and sociability (QA questions 1,2,4,7, 

and 8). The difference among the three listener groups' evduations was not significant 

The e f f î  of speakers' LI was s-ignincanf E(î,328-3.734; F.01. The intefaction 



effèct of speakers' L 1 and listener groups was dso significant, F(4,328)=4.208; pc.01. 

Means are presented in Table 2. 

Table 2, 

Means for the interaction of meakers' L1 and Iistener mus for ~ersonditv dimension 

EngIish Cantonese Ukrainian 

Edmonton, imiv. 4.9 4.7 4.8 

Vermilion, high 5.0 4.4 4.7 

Edmonton, high 5 3  4.7 4.7 

Figure 3. Interaction of speakers' L 1 s and listener groups for personality dimension 

gVemilkn. high 

The d t s  of paired ptests revealed that the high school -dents Î n  VermiIion evduated 

Cantonese speakers, -26; pc.00 1, and Ukrainian speakers, r4-444; E.00 I , 

sigdicantly more negatively than English speakers. The high school students in 

Edmonton also gave significafltly more negaiive evaluations to Cantonese speakers, 

~ 5 . 7 3 ;  F-001, and Ukrainian speakers, -H.Ol; ~<.001, than to English speakers. - 

University students' evduations did not sipnincantly differ among speaker groups. 



Solidaritv: The questions that are included in this dimension are the speakers' 

reliability. cooperativenes~~ inrerestkgness, and attractiveness (QA questions 5,6,1 O, 

and 12). The main effect of listener groups was not significant The main effkct of 

speakers' L1 was sigificant, E(2,328)=37.85 1; F.0001. A significant interaction effect 

of speakers' L1 and listener grooups was also fouci, E(4,328)=7.041; 2<.0001. 

Table 3. 

Means for the interaction of meakers' L 1 and listenier qroms for solidaritv dimension 

EngIish Cantonese Ukrainian 

Edmonton, univ- 4.7 4.6 4.8 

Vermilion, high 4-7 4.1 4.4 

Edmonton, high 4.8 4.3 3.4 

Fi- 4. Interaction of speakers' LIS and listener groups for solidarity dimension 

mvermflion, high 

The resuits of paired ptests mdicated thaî University students in Edmonton rated 

Cantonese speakers signin~a~ldy more negatively than Ukrainian speakers, -544; 

F-001. High school studaits in V d o n  evaIuated Cantonese speakers* -g=6.78; 



fi00 1, and LIaainian speakers, H.056; ~<.00 1, significandy more negatively than 

English speakers. High school students in Edmonton also gave significantly more 

negative evaluations to Cantonese speakers, W.056; F-001, and Ukmhian speakers, 

-543; ~c.001, than to English speakers- 

Speech characteristia: This evduative dimension includes judgements on 

pleasântness of the voice and comprehenniility (QA questions 20 and 21). The main 

effect of listener groups, 1(2,164)=6.82; F.0 1, and the main effect of speakers' L 1, 

F(2,328)=350.852; p50001, were both significant A Newman-Keuls post hoc test - 

revealed that hÎgh school midents in Vermilion gave significantly Iowa ratings across 

speaker goups than the other two groups of Iistenm. Ratings by univasity midents and 

high school midents Ï n  Edmonton were not significantly differen~ The interaction of 

Iiaener groups and speakers' LI was also significam., E(4,328)=3321; ~c.05. A series 

of paired -tests reveded that high school sudents in Vermilion rated Cantonese speakers, 

~ 5 . 7 5 9 ;  ~c.00 1, and Ukrainian speakers, M.522; E-00 1, signifimtly more negatively - 

than Enpiish speakers. Likewise, Edmonton high school students evduated Cantonese 

speakers, - 0 3 9 ;  ~<.001, and Ukrainian speakers, ~3953; p5.001, signincantly more 

negativeiy than Engiish speakers. 



Table 4. 

Means for the interaction of speakers' L I and Iistener mws for dimension of speech 

characteristics 

English Cantonese Ukrainian 

Edmonton, tmiv. 5.4 4.4 4.3 

Edmonton, hi@. 5.6 4.3 4 3  

Fimire 5. Interaction of speakers' 

dimension 

LIS and listener pups  for speech characteristic 

Stere0tvpi.q Judgements on the speakers' wealthiness and hard-workingness 

consthte this dimension (QA questions 18 and 19). Only the mteraction e f f i  of 

speakers' LI and Mener groups was signifiant, F(4,328)=3.65; F-01. The reSuIts of 1- 

tests mdicatd that none of the pairs were signincantfy mirent k m  each other at 

p5.001. 



Table 5. 

Means for the interaction of speakers' LI and Iistener groups for stereotv~ing dimension 

EngIish Cantonese Ukrainian 

Edmonton, univ. 4.4 4.7 4.6 

VenniIion, high. 3.6 4.5 4.5 

Edmonton, hi&. 4.7 4.7 4.5 

Fimm 6. Interaction of speakers' L 1 s and Iistener groups for stereotyping dimension 

O University 
HVemtlIon, high 

Status: The question related to this dimension is the speakers' weii-educatedness 

(QA question 17). The main eff- of speakersy L 1 was signifiant, E(2,328)=I 2.0 1 1 ; 

~(.0001. Unpaired &-tests revealed that Ukrainian speakers received tigaificantly Iower 

ratings than English speakers, E<.OOOI. There was a si@cant interactÏon efféct of 

speakersy LI and Iistener p u p s ,  E(4, 32gW38; E.00 1. A series of paired i-tests 

mdicated that hi& school students m Vamilion gave significantiy more negative r a g s  

to Cantonese speakers than to English speakers, ~3.546; F-001. It was aIso fomd that 



high school midents in Edmonton rated U h h i a n  speakers significantly more negatively 

than English speakers for this evaluative dimension, H.928; ~ c . 0 0  1. 

Table 6. 

Means of the interaction of meakers' L 1 and listener ~ U D S  for status chension 

English Cantonese UIaainian 

Edmonton, univ. 4.8 3.9 4.8 

Vermilion, hi& 4.9 4.6 4.7 

Edmonton, hi& 5 -5 53 4.6 

Fiwe  7. Interaction of speakers' L 1 s and Listener groups for status dimension 

H Verniilion, high 

Did l i s t a  foIlow Simrlar patterns in their evduation of each personality trait? 

Listeners dîd not follow similar patterns in evaluating speakers on each 

personality trait. 1 fomd àgnincant main effécts of listener pups and language groups, 

and an interaction effect of language groups and Mener groups. In order to examine 

whether the evaluahons given by three groups of listeners for ail personality trait 

questions were of a d o m  pattem, I conduaed an ANOVA with a one within (language 



group) and one between (Iîaener groups) factorial design for the evduation scores given 

on each personality trait question. The main e f k t  of listener p q s  was significant onIy 

for the evaluations on speakers' perceived interestingness, E(2, 145)=5.185; ge.0 1, and 

attractiveness, E(2, 144)=4.569; F.05. A Newman-Keuls post hoc test revealed that for 

the interestingness judgements, the Iisteners in Vermilion gave significantly lower r a ~ g ~  

across the speakers' L 1s than the Listener groups in Edmonton. The difference between 

Edmonton hi& school students' evaluations and un ivd ty  midents' evaluations was not 

signifiant. The results of the Newman-Keds post hoc test for the attractiveness 

judgements hdicated that the imiversity students gave significantly higher rathgs than 

the other listener groups, e<-05. 

The main effect of speakers' LIS was sigdïcant for ail pmonality traits except 

"kindness". F values for the penonality traits that showed the sipnincant main eEéct, 

~c.05,  are tabulateci in Table 7. 

Table 7. 

F-values for wrsonditv traits that ùidicated the sienincant main effm of speakers' LIS 

confidence 53.837 

Personality traits - F 

Note: W-2,328 

Personality traits - F 



1 compared the mean evaluation scores for each personality trait given to each 

Ianguage group. The results indicated that for the evaluations in terms of speakers' 

intelligence? cornpetence' and cooperativeness, Cantonese speakers and W a n  

speakers received signÎficantly lower scores than English speakers. For the lîsteners' 

judgements on speakers' relîability, confidence, sociability, and interestingness, 

Cantonese speakers received signincantly lower scores than either Enpiish speakers or 

Uhhian  speakers. In temis of attractiveness judgements, Cantonese speakers received 

significantly lower scores than Ukrainian speakers, who in tum received signifimtly 

lower scores than English speakers. For educatedness judgements, Ukrainian speakers 

received sîgnificantly lower scores than either Cantonese speakers or English speakers. 

The scores for Cantonese speakers and English speakers were not significantly different 

For the judgements on speakers' wedthiness, English speakers received significantly 

higher scores than either Cantonese speakers or UIaainian speakers. The difference 

between Cantonese speakers and Ulaainian speakers was not signifiant For judgements 

on hard-workingness, overd ratings across the three groups of listaiers given to 

Cantonese speakers were s i @ d y  higher than those given to both UIcrainian speakers 

and English speakers. The mean rathgs for W a n  speakers and EngIish speakers 

were not signincantIy different, The mean scores for each Ianguage group m terms of 

each personafity trait are shown in Table 8. 



Mean evaluation scores of each speaker erow for each personalitv trait 

English Cantonese Ukrahian Mean 

intelligent 5 3  4.8 4.8 4.9 

competent 5- 1 4.7 4.7 4.8 

cooperative 5 2  4.9 4.9 5.0 

reliable 4.9 4.6 4.7 4.8 

confident 5.0 4 3  4.7 4.6 

sociable 5-0 4.3 4.6 4.6 

hteresting 4.4 3 -9 4.2 4 3  

attractive 4.6 43 4.1 43  

educated 5.1 4.9 4.7 4.9 

weaithy 4.4 4 3  4.2 4 3  

hard-working 4.8 5.0 4.8 4.9 

Mean 4-9 4.5 4.6 4.7 

There was ais0 a significant interaction effect of ianguage groups and Mener 

groups for the judgements on aiI p a s o d t y  Ûaits except for competence and hard- 

workingness. The F-ratios are presented in Tabie 9, and means for interaction in Table 

10. A series of 1-tests rweded that the high schooI students in Verniilion evaluated the 

En- speakers Signifïcantiy more favourabiy than the Cantonese speakers on the 



reliability scaie, 1(39)=4.40, ~c.00 1. The high school midents in Edmonton gave higher 

ratings to English speakers than to Cantonese speakers and Ukrainian speakers for the 

judgements on confidence, 1 ( 5 ~ . 3 8 ,  pC.00 1 ; 1(V)=8.19, F.00 1, reliability, 

1(57)4.77, ~ 0 0  1 ; - .68, F.00 1, and weII-educatedness, 1(57)=7.11, p<.OO 1; 

#57)=4.94, ~<.001 (note that 1 values are presented in the order of Cantonese speakers 

and Usainian speakers respedvely). The University midents judged the Cantonese 

speakers significantly more negatively than the English speakers on the confidence scale, 

1(39)=3.69, ~<.001. In terms of the attractiveness scale, the high school -dents in both 

Verdion, l(1 O6)=4.43 8 , 6 0 0  1, and Edmonton, 1(97)=3 -756, E<-O0 1, rated the 

Cantonese speakers si@canily more negativeiy than did the University students. 

Vermilion listeners gave sipnificantly lower rahgs than the University students to the 

Cantonese speakers on the interestingness scaie, f(1 O6)=4376, F-00 1. 



Table 9, 

nie interaction of lan-mage m a s  and listener s ~ ~ u u s  on evduations for each 

penonality traits - F 

intelligent 5.445 * 

cooperative 5.054* 

reiiable 

codïdent 

sociable 

interesting 5.578* 

Note- e-2,288. v . 0 5 .  -- 

personality traits - F 

attractive 5.990* 

ducat ed 5.204* 

weaithy 4.682* 

kind 3.556* 

cornpetent 1248 

hard-wo&g -942 



Table IO. 

Means for the interaction of language .groups and listener m u p s  on evaluations for each 

con5dent 

intefigent 

diable 

kÏnd 

attractive 

educated 

cooperative 

sociable 

interesting 

weaithy 

Cantonese 

Univ Verm. Univ. 

4.6 

5 .O 

4.9 

4.9 

4.6 

4.8 

5.1 

4.8 

4.6 

43  

Edmonton, 



The results for some of the personality traits are aIso plotted in Figure 8 and Figure 9. 

F ime  8. Interaction of speakers' Lls and Iistener groups on reliability judgements 

.Vemillon, high 

Fimw 9. Interaction of speakers' Lls and Iistener groups on attractiveness judgements 

UUnhrersity 
WecmiIion, high 

H Edmonton, high 

Did the gender of the listeners affect the* iudgements? 

In order to examine a possible gender e E i  on evaiuations for dl personality 

traîts across listena groups, 1 conducted a mixeci design ANOVA with language groups 

as the wiwithin fmor and genda as a between fmor. The main effect of gender was not 

si@can~ However, there was a signincant i n t d o n  of speakers' LI and Iisteners' 

gender, f(2,290)=3.442; ~ 0 5 .  The f d e  Iisteners gave hi* ratine to alI language 

groups, especially to Cantonese and Uhahian 
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speakersers There was no gender difference 



among listeners in their responses to the English speakers. Thus, it appeared that the 

fernale liseners evaluated foreign accented speakers more positively than the mde 

The mean scores for each Ianpge goup and gender are tabulateci in Table 1 1, 

and ploned in Figure 10. 

Table I 1. 

Means for the interaction of lanwge qows and listeners' gender 

Speakers' LI 

Listeners' gender English Cantonese Uhinian 

F i a m  10. Interaction of language groups and listeners' gender 

Unpaired 1-tests reveaied thai d e  listeners evaluated Cantonese speakers sigxdicandy 

more negarively than f d e  Meners, F-01. 



1s there a correiation arnongst versonaIitv evduation scores, accentedness. and 

1 examined correiations between personality evduations and accentedness and 

comprehensliility ratings for Cantonese and Uhahian speakers ody, due to srnail 

listener variabifity of accent and comprehensibility raMgs for English speakers. There 

was a small correlation between personality evduations and comprehensiiility rathgs for 

both of the speaker groups, but there was no significant correlation between personality 

evduarions and accentedness r a ~ g s .  Comprehensîbility h g s  and acceatedness d g s  

also indicated a small but significant correlation. The values are presented in Table 12. 

Table 12- 

Correlation amonest ~ersonalitv evduations. accent and comorehensibiIitv ratines for 

Rathgs PersonaIiv traits Accent Comprehensliility 

Cantonese (n= 166) 

PersonaIity traits 

Accent 

Persoditytrâits 

Accent 

Note: *g<.OS, 



1s there a correlation between evaluations of NNSs for each evduative dimension and 

In addition, a correlation between evaluation and accentedn&comprehefl~lIbility 

raMgs was examinai for each of the five evaluative dimensions. Note that the speech 

characteristics dimension only included on pleasantness of voices for this 

analysis. The d t s  are tabulated in Table 13 to Table 17. Ratings of dl five evaluative 

dimensions were significantly correlated with cornprehennbility ratings for both 

Cantonese and W a n  speakers. Ratings of the personality dimension and speech 

characteristics dimension showed a srnall but significant correlation with accent ratings 

for UIaainian speakers. Ratings of the stereotyping dimension were significantly 

correlated with accent ratings for Cantonese speakers. 

Table 13. 

Correlations between evaluations on ~ersonalitv dimension and accenr/comprehensi'biIitv - 

ratinçrs for NNSs 

PenonaIity dimension accent comprehennbility 

Cantonese (n=166) -022 533* 



Table 14. 

Comelations between evaluations on solidaritv dimension and accent/co~rehefl~t'biIi~ 

ratines for NNSs 

Soiîdarity dimension accent comprehensiibility 

Cantonese (n=166) -.O008 -61 l* 

ukrahian (n=166) -. 1 02 .545* 

Note: *g.05. 

Table 15, 

Correlations between evaiuations on meech characteristics (~Ieasantness of voices) and 

accent/com~rehensl'bilitv ratines for NNSs 

Speech characteristics accent comprehmLbiIity 

Cantonese (n=166) -.O009 .622* 

Ubrrainian (n=166) -. t23* .662* 

Note: *g<.O5, 



Table 16. 

Correlations between evaluations on stereotvping dimension and 

accent/comt.xehensi'biIitv ratines for NNSs 

Stereutyping dimension accent comprehensibility 

Cantonese (n=166) -. 177* .452* 

Ukrainian (n=166) -.O88 515* 

Note: *_<.OS. 

Table 17. 

Correlations between evaIuahons on satus dimension and accent/comprehensrIbiIitv 

ratines for NNSs 

S tereotyping dimension accent comprehensibiIity 

Cantonese (n=166) -A21 

UlÜainian (n=166) -. Z 86* 

Note: *g<.OS. 

I M e r  eXammed bow each of the listener groups' evduafions for each 

evaIuative dimension and accentedness/comprehensl%ility ratings were related The 

results are presented m Table 18 to 22. Correlations beîweai duai ions  and 



accentednesslcompreh~Lbility ratings varied among the three Mener groups, depending 

on speakers' L 1 and evaluative dimensions. 

Again, evduations and accentedness raîhgs were not sipficantly correlated 

except for the evduations given to the Ulaainian speakers by the high school students in 

Verdion. Evaluations were significandy correlated with comprehenslLbiiity in most of 

the cases. The exceptions were Edmonton high school students' evduations of both of 

the NNS groups and university snidents' evaluations of Cantonese speakers in terms of 

statu dimension. 

Table 18- 

Comlations between each Iistener g;row7s evduation for personafitv dimension and 

accentedness/comprehensl'biIitv ratings 

Listener group Accent edness Cornprehensiiility 

Cantonese Ukrainian Cantonese Ukrainian 

Edmonton, Univ- ,069 -. 124 346* .628* 

Vermilion, hîgh -.13 2 -310' 563* 545* 

Edmonton, hi@ ,067 -.O86 549* 561 * 

Noter +38 (üniv.), 66 ( V d o n ,  high), and 56 (Edmonton, high). *g<.OS. 



Table 19. 

Comelations between each Iistener m u p ' s  evaluation for solidaritv dimension and 

accentedness/cornprehe~sl'bilitv ratines 

Listener group Accentedness Comprehensiibility 

Cantonese U l a n  Cantonese Ukrainian 

Edmonton, Univ. -036 -.O28 .390* .579* 

Vermilion, high -.I37 -312 ,645* .526* 

Edmonton, high .O5 1 -.O64 .637* .617* 

Note: d£r-38 (Univ.), 66 (Vermilion, high). and 56 (Edmonton, high), *g<.05. 

Table 20. 

Correlations between each Iistener mm's evduaîïon for speech characteristics 

dimension (pleasantness of voices) and accentedness/comrehens1'bi1itv ratines 

Listener group Accentedness Comprehensi'bfity 

Cantonese Ukrainian Cantonese Ukrainian 

Edmonton, Univ. .O66 -. 145 ,4504 -676* 

Vermilion, hi& --O7 1 -. 134 .673* .639* 

Edmonton, hi@ .O23 -, 198 586' -665* 

- -  

Note: 6 3 8  (unn-), 66 (Vamilon, hi&), and 56 (Edmonton, high). O 0 5  



Correlations between each listener mm's evaiuation for stereohqha dimension and 

Listener group Accentedness ComprehensiibiIity 

Cantonese b2aainia.n Cantonese M a n  

Edmonton, Univ. -121 -- 1 22 -1 72* S66* 

Vermiiion, high -.O65 -.O95 .a* .506* 

Edmonton, hi& 282* -.O88 344* 545* 

Note: -38 (üniv.), 66 (VermiIion, hi&), and 56 (Edmonton, high). *g<.05. 

Table 22, 

Correlations between each Iistener -mm's evduation for status dimension and 

LÏstener p u p  Accentedness Comprehensr'bility 

Cantonese Ukrainian Cantonese Ukrainian 

Edmonton, Univ. .O70 -39 1 273 .649* 

Vermilion, high -.O66 -.O77 .429* 290* 

Edmonton, hi& -08 1 -- 173 -088 -.O008 

Note: -38 m v - ) ,  66 (verrmilion, high), and 56 (Edmonton, high). *=.O5 



Did the three woms of listeners rate ESL meakers differentlv in terms of accentedness 

and com~rehensl'bili~? 

The main effect of listener groups was significant for both Cantonese speakers, 

F(2, 158)=3.106; eC.05, and Ukrainian speakers, I32,138)=4.248; F.05, in terms of 

accent ratings, and for Cantonese speakers, E(Z7 161)=3.536; p<-05, in terms of 

comprehennbility ratings. The main effect of listener groups on comprehenn'bility 

ratings was not significant for the Ukrainian speakers. A Newman-Keds poa hoc test 

revealed that listener groups in Edmonton gave sîgnificantly higher accent ratings tiian 

the liaeners in VermiIion to Ulaainian speakers, ~<.05. In terms of comprehensi'bility 

ra~gs, the poa hoc test revealed that the high school students in V d o n  gave 

signincantly lower raîïngs than the high school midents in Edmonton to Cantonese 

speakers. The ratings of University students were not sigaificantly different h m  those of 

the two groups of high school students. 

Table 23. 

Means for accentedness and com~rehensriili~ ratin-es bv the three Iistener mws 

Cantonese Ukrainian 

listener groups accmtedness comprehens~iility accmtedness comprehensïiility 

Vermilion, high 4.6 3 -9 4.9 3.9 



Did the perceived ethnic back-mund of speakers iduence listeners' evduations? 

Although there were significmt differences in ratings for the three groups of 

speakers depending on their LI backgrounds, not d l  liaeners were able to identiQ the 

speakers' ethnic backgrounds correctly. In fact, a large proportion of the Esteners, the 

Esteners in Vermilion in parûdar, were unable to identiQ the Lls of Ukrainian and 

Cantonese speakers, and Estenen' guesses of the speakers' L1 and ethnic background 

varied a geat deai. Therefore, it was Iess likely that alI of the listeners actually 

differentiated thek evaluations on the basis of perceiving the speaker to be a Cantonese 

speaker or a Ukrainian speaker. Instead, some listeners may have based their evduations 

on their perceptions of the speakers' ethnic backgrounds. 

In order to examine the relationship between the perceiveci ethnic background of 

the speakers and the evaluations that they received, I nrst rank-ordered the eight speakers 

whose L 1 s were not English by their mean evaluation scores fkm highest to lowest In 

the next colimin, 1 iadicated the rank order of the perceived accentedness scale, with '1 ' 

being least accented and '8' behg most accented. I also iadicated the rank order of 

comprehensiility ratmgs h m  '1 ' king most comprehensl'ble and '8' king Ieast 

comprehensible. 1 then caldated the percentage of listeners who thought that a 

speaker's L1 was an "Asian" or "Oriental" language, and a UEmpean" language. The 

category "Asian" or "Orientaï' mcludes Ianguages such as Chmese, Japanese, 

Vietnamese, Indian, Korean, and Fîlipino languages- "Empean" languages inchde 

those languages which are ûemanîc, Romance, and Slavic m o n e  Secondly, 1 

caldated what percentage of listeners thought rhat each speaker was either h m  Asia or 
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Europe. 1 ody examined Anan and Empean backgro~z1d.s~ because the majority of the 

Listeners guessed the speakers' background to be roughly either Anan or European. 

First, all the speakers across iistener groups w a e  examined- The results are 

shown in Table 24. Results show that the rank order of accentedness and 

comprehensLbility rahgs does not correspond to the rank onier of evaluation scores. The 

top two speakers in ternis of evduations are two Ulcrainian speakers who were perceived 

as moa likely to be h m  Europe or whose LIS were perceived to be European languages, 

and who were paeived Ieast Iikely to be h m  Asia or whose L 1 s were perceived not to 

be Ianguages spoken in Ana One c m  therefore conclude that Esteners' perception of 

speakersr ethnic backgrounds was partially related to the evaluations. 



evduation accent comp. Ana Europe Asian European 

Rank order of evaluations. accentedness, and comprehensiiility scores, and perceived 

ethnic backgrounds and Ll s of the ESL meakers bv al1 the Iisteners 

Rank orders 

1 ! 

Note: U = Ukrainïan; C = Cantonese; a, b. c, and d srand for each comp. = 

Perceived ethnic Perceived LI 

background 

C-c 

comprehensi'bility. For the sake of cIarity, W a n  speakers are mdicated m boId font, 

I 

4 7 5 77 5 83 9 



Did percmtion of meakers' ethnic backeounds influence speakers' evaiuations of NNSs 

depending on the Iistener muos? 

I further broke down the data of each iistener group, and tabulated the rank order 

of evaiuations, accentedness ratings, and comprehensiibility ratings as well as speakers' 

paceived ethniJLl backgrounds in Table 25 to TabIe 27. 

Table 25. 

Rank order of evaiuations, accentedness, and com~rehem%ilitv scores, and perceiveci 

ethnic backmounds and Ll s of the ESL speakers bv the uni ver si^ students in Edmonton 

u-d 

C-a 

Cd 

U-a 

u-b 

Rank orders Perceived ethnic Perceived LI 

background 

evaluation accent comp. Ana Europe Asian European 



Rank order of evaluations. accentedness. and comorehensibilitv scores. and perceiveci 

ethnic backerormds and Lls of the ESL weakers bv the hi& school midents in 

I 1 background 

VermiIion 

Rank orders Perceiveci ethnic Perceived LI 

1 1 

U-d 

Asia Europe Asian European speakers 

U-c 

C-b 

evaluation accent comp. 

I 4 3 12(%) 38(%) 9 (%) 66(%) 

2 4 2 

3 6 7 

4 40 4 80 

16 38 22 56 



Rank order of evduations, accentedness. and com~rehe~l~liititv scores, and ~erceived 

ethnic backgrounds and Lls of the ESL speakers bv the hi& school students in 

Edmonton 

The Iisteners m Edmonton were in generd more niccessful m guessïng speakers' 

ethnic and LI backgrounds than the iisteners in Vermilon. The extent to which the 

&eners' evaluations and perception of speakers' ethnic backgrounds were reIaîed seems 

to m e r  among iistener groups. Speakers' perceEved ethnic backgrounds negatÏveIy 

cordateci with the r;mk order of evduatiions given by hi& schoo1 students m Vermilion 

Perceived ethnie Perceived LI 

background 

Asia Europe &an European 

S(%) 73(%) 7(%) 76(%) 

speakers 

U-d 

C-c 

Rank orders 

evaluation accent comp. 

1 5 3 

2 7 5 85 2 90 3 



For the Cantonese speakers, those whom a higher percentage of the listeners perceiveci as 

Anan were evaluated more negatively than most of the other speakers. One exception 

was Uknhian speaker B, who was evduated more nepabvely than Cantonese speaker C; 

more listeners perceived Cantonese speaker C as non-white than W a n  speaker B. 

As one possibility, 1 counted how many Iisteners thought that Ukrainian speaker B was 

aboriginal, and comparai it to the other seven speakers. In terms of mere number, a 

relativeIy higher number of Esteners (Le. seven listeners as opposai to O to 1) thought 

that she was of Fim Nations background. 



-TER 4: DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

Discussion 

Evaluations of NSs vs- NNSs 

As expected, Cantonese speakers and M a n  speakers received significantly 

more negative evaIuations than English speakers. The difference, however, was not so 

large; as long as the listena groups are not considerd the Listeners in the present study 

favocred NSs ody slightiy more than NNSs. 

Liamer m u p s  and evduations of speakers across ~ersonality traits 

There was a difference among the three listener p u p s  in texm of how the 

listeners evaluated NSs and NNSs. It appean that the university snidents in Edmonton 

did not evaIuate NSs more positively than NNSs, while the two groups of high school 

=dents in general tended to evaluate NSs slightiy, although not sÎgni£Ïcantly, more 

favourably than NNSs. It is especidy noteworthy that the hi& school students in 

Vamilion evaluated Cantonese speakers more negatively than the other two listener 

groups. In fa* the high schoot students in Vermilion are the only listenen who 

differentiated thek evaluations of Cantonese speakers h m  those of Ukrahian speakers. 

It may be that th& rdatively negaiive evaiuations of Cantonese speakers have to do with 

their unfamilianty wîth a Cantonese accent 

EvaIuations bv three Iistener WMS in terms of five evaluative dimensions 

The evaluaîions showed somewhat different ppaftems dependhg on the evaiuative 

drmensions and the Iistener groups. In ternis of personai@ dimension, the high school 

studenîs generally evaIuated NSs more fiivoucabIy than NNSs. They judged that NSs 
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were more intelligent, competent, confident, b d ,  and soaable than NNSs. They also 

evaluated NSs more positiveIy than NNSs on the solidarity dimension, indicarhg that 

they were more willing to associate with NSS than with hMSs. In terms of the 

stereoqrping dimension, they did not judge English speakers to be more hard-working or 

weaithy than NNSs. 

For the aereotyping dimension, although uie differences did not reach the 

signîficance level Cantonese speakers received slightly higher scores than English 

speakers and Ukrainian speakers from the listena groups in Edmonton. Considering the 

fact that the liseners in Edmonton were better than the Listeners in Vexmilîon at 

iden tmg the Cantonese speakers' L1, it is possible that the Edmonton listeners 

associated a Cantonese or Chinese accent with the stereotype of Cantonese speakers as 

relatively wedthy and hard-working. The Vermilion Meners' Iack of distinction among 

speaker groups may be due to the fact that they were not as successfid m identifying the 

speakers' LIS coITeCtIyY 

In terrns of the status dimension the hi& school -dents in VermiIion judged the 

Cantonese speakers to be less educated than the English speakers, whereas the high 

school students in Edmonton felt that the Ubrrainian speakers were less educated than the 

English speakers. It Îs especialIy interesting to note that the high school students in 

Vermilion did not differentiate their evaluations of the Cantonese speakers h m  those of 

the Ukramian speakers, while the hi& school students in Edmonton did. The judgements 

on this d i m e o n  may partly be a frmction of the stereotype with which the listeners 

associated the speakers' accents. Edmonton high schooI students may have based th& 
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judgernents on what they how,  because they may have been more familiar than their 

cornterparts in Vermilion with Cantonese speakers. 

While the high school snidents generaily indicated negative judgements of NNSs, 

the university -dents did not in some cases, the University listenas evaluated NNSs 

more positively than NSs. However, it is noteworthy that, although the difference was 

not statistically significant, they gave higher scores O the W a n  speakers than to the 

Cantonese speakers: they judged that the UIaainian speakers were more diable, 

cooperative, interesting, and attractive. The impression or image of UkmEan speakers 

or the* experience with them may have infiuenced their judgements. 

In g e n d  the high school lineners in Edmonton evaiuated Cantonese speakers 

and Ukrah.ian speakers differently, possiily indicating that they based thek judgements 

on the social information they had of each Imggge group. The Vermilion group, on the 

other hand, evaiuated NNSs, especidy the Cantonese speakers, more negatively than 

NSs. Airhough the difference was not significantly large, the fact that the hi& school 

students m V e r d o n  gave relatively more positive scores to fRaainian speakers than to 

Cantonese speakers rnay imply that familiari@ with a Ukrainian accent and Ukmhian 

speakers had a positive innuence on their judgements. Ifthis is the case, then the d t s  

of the midy confimi the positive efféct of familarity with a partîcalar language variety 

(Gass & Varonis, 1984). This fbding may be consistent with Nesdale's and Rooney's 

(1996) suggestion that adolescents waluated ItaIo-Austdïans more podively than Vet- 

AuStraliaas because the fornier were more estabbhed- In the present shidy, it may be 

possible that UmÎnian speakers received more posaive waluafions than Cantonese 
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speakers fiom Verniilion hi& school midents because Ukrainian speakers are more 

estabfished in the Vermilion comrnunity. It is also possible, however, that the relatively 

positive perception of the UIaahian speakers in cornparison to the Cantonese speakers by 

the Vermilion students had to do with the listeners' reactions to dîfferent races. In other 

words, the liaenen reacted more potitiveIy to the non-vinile minority group than to the 

visible minority group. 

AIso, the fact that the university midents did not evaluate NNSs negatively may 

be due to their familiarïty with cultural and linguîstic diversity. The age factor may also 

have played a role. The average age of the univers@ students was 22 yean. while that of 

the high schooi midents was 17 years. CIearIy, the education level of the university 

students îs higher than those of the high school students, some of whom were not 

deshed to go to MWersity. Thus, education may have had a positive effect on the 

attitudes of the University midents. It is dso possibIe that the rmiversity mdents' 

experience with various cultures (more university snidents, for example, have been 

overseas than high school snidents) may have influenced their attitudes towards NNSs. 

Judghg h m  the education Ievel of the university midents' parents, it can be inferrd that 

their socio-economic staais also Vaned h m  that of the high school students. The moa 

noticeable difference was the proportion of listeners' parents who have graduate degrees. 

More spdcaily, a larga percentage of the parents of the UDiversity students have 

graduate degrees than do the parents of the hi@ school students. Although parents' 

e d u d o n  levd Ïs not an immedÏate indication of the listeners' socio-economic status, it 

can still be hypothesized that the miversïty students were h m  relatnreIy educated famiy 
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backgrounds. Thus, it may be niggested that the more education one receives, the more 

tolerance with diverslty one may deveIop. Even though the UIUlverSity -dents appeared 

to be more tolerant, however, higher solidarity ratings given by the rmivasity students to 

the Uknïnia.. speakers than to the Cantonese speakers rnay indicate that tolerance does 

not necessarfiy translate to positive attitudes towards a particular lânguage group. 

Evduations for meaker m u ~ s  bv tistener .grows on each personditv trait question 

As mentioned above, listaers did not evaluate each speaker in the same way 

across al i  personality trait questions. Thus, the listaers were able to judge speakers 

according to the quesbiom they were asked. In addition, listeners' judgements did not 

always consis of a dichotomous distinction between NSs and NNSs. 

Across listener groups, NNSs were judged to be less intelligent, l e s  competent, 

l e s  wedthy, and less cooperative than NSs. In temis of the judgements on speakers' 

reiiability, confidence, soàability, and h t e r e s ~ g e ~ ~ ,  Cantonese speakers received more 

negative evduations than either ESg[ish speakers or Ukrainian speakers. Both of the 

NNS groups were judged to be less attractive than the NSs, and fbrthermore, Cantonese 

speakers w a e  jndged to be l e s  attractive than Ukrainian speakers. However, Cantonese 

speakers were judged to be more hard-working than Ukrainian speakers and English 

speakers. la general, Cantonese speakers tended to be evaluated more negatively than the 

other speaker groups, especialIy NSs. 

However, relativeIy negative attitudes towards Cantonese speakets were not so 

prominent amongst listenets m Edmonton The univers@ students m partidar did not 

evaluate Cantonese speakers negatively in cornparison to other speaker groups except for 
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the confidence judgements. It is possible that the University studenrs judged Cantonese 

speakers to be Iess confident because of voice quaIities such as cl* rather than because 

of theîr accent. Moreover, they did not evduate NNSs in general more negatively than 

NSs, which may indicate that the accents were not the primary basis of evaluations for the 

univers& shidents. On the other han& the listaers in Vermilion consistently evaiuated 

Cantonese speakers more negatively than either of the otha speaker groups or the other 

Iistener groups on all the personality traits, although the dinerences were not significant 

for some of the traits. Thus, it is likely that Vermilion listeners reacîed rather negatively 

to Cantonese accents, and they evaluated the Cantonese speakers negatively regardes of 

the aspect of personality that they were asked to judge. As suggested eariier, the 

Vermilion listeners' negative reactions to the Cantonese speakers may be due to the 

liaeners' damiliarity with the accent, or possibly to negative images that are associateci 

with the accent 

The gender of the listeners and their evduations 

It appears that the femde listeners evaluated NNSs more positively than the male 

Iisteners. In particdar, the male Iistenen evaluated the Cantonese speakers more 

negatively thim the other speakers. However, the difference between evduations of 

Cantonese speakers and Lkahiim speakers was not noticeabiy Iarge- Thus, 1 suggest 

that the f d e  Iisteners Ïn this shidy had relatively more positive amnides towards NNSs 

than the male listeners- In addition, the gender effkct might have contriiibuted to the 

University students' attitudes towards NNSs, &ce the univers@ -dents had the largest 

proportion of f d e  Iisteners amongst the three listena groupa 
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Correlation amongst personalit~ judgement scores, accentedness. and corn~rehensibilitv 

ratines 

Contrary to previous hdings (Giles, 1972), the degree of perceiveci accentedness 

was not correlated wiâh personality judgements. Instead, a s m d  but significant 

comlation suggested that pmonajity judgements were correlated with cornprehensliility 

ratings. The correlation between comprehe~sliility mtings and accentedness rahngs was 

mid. Thus, it seems that accent was not the only factor that affécted the 

comprehensibility judgements. The relatively larger correlation betweea personality 

judgements and comprehe~~~iility ratings for Cantonese speakers rnay indicate that the 

Esteners based their judgements of the speakers' personality on the ease of understanding 

the speech, rather than on the social information that the accent carries. 

Correiations between iudg_ements on each evduative dimension and 

accentednesslcom~rehensiLbilitv ratin~s 

The judgements gven to the Cantonese speakers were not corrdated with 

accentedness ratings for any of the evaIuahve dimensions except stereotyping. The 

conelations were signifiant for the U J a n  speakers Î n  some of the dimensions, but 

they were very d. The relative Iack of correlation between evduations and 

accentedaess h g s  for the Cantonese speakers may be p d y  due to the smd speaker 

variabiiity in temis of accentedness amongst the Cantonese speakers. 

However, the evaluations and comprehezlsz'biljr judgements were moderateIy 

correlateci for al i  five dnnensions, especidy for the personaIay soIidanty, and 

speech charactenstic dimensions. The casier to understand the speech was perceivecl to 
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be, the more positively the speakers were judged. Particularly noteworthy is the 

corrdation between the judgements on pleasanmess of voice and cornprehen~r'bility. In 

terms of pleasantness of voice, ease of understanding of unerances was more of an issue 

to the Iisteners than the degree of accentedness. Here, the irritation fmor may have corne 

into play: the utterances that were more difficult to understand and hence took more effort 

to comprehend might have sounded imtathg to the NSs' ears. Relatively smaller 

correlations for statu and stemtyping dimensions may indicate that comprehensibility 

was not perceived to be as strong an indication of the education Ievel, hard-working 

quai@? and weaithiness of the speakers as otha aspects such as the speakers' 

intelligence, cornpetence, and attractiveness. Another possbility is that the guessing 

Ïnvolved in the status and stereotyping dimensions was rather dficult for the Iistaiers Ïn 

this study. 

Correlations between iudgements bv each Iistener qoup on each evduative dimension 

and accentedness/corn~rehensl'bi1itv ratines for NNSs 

In te- of personality, solidanty, speech characteristics @leasanmess of voice), 

and stereotyping dimensions, the evduahons given by aII three Mener groups were 

moderately correlatecl with comprehensiifity ratings for both Cantonese speakers and 

Ukraniian speakers. However, the evduahons by the University sîudents m Edmonton 

had smaller correlations with comprehensicbility ratings for Cantonese speakers. The 

stereotyping dimension in paaicular showed ody a midl correlation. Thus, for the 

mWernty students, comprehensiiilay of Cantonese speakers' speech was not so relevant 

m texms of judgkg Cantonese speakers' wedthmess and hard-workhgness. lt might 
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niggest that the unÎversÏty studaits directly associated speakers' accents with social 

stereofypes, whereas other listeners were reIativeIy more dependent on speech quality 

than on social information to evaluate speakers for the stereotyping dimension. 

In terms of the stanis dimension, the fact that comprehensibility ratings and the 

evaluations of Cantonese speakers by the Edmonton listeners were not correlateci may 

also indicate that the Iisteners were able to make judgements on the basis of social 

mformation or a stereotype that they associated with the speakers' Li. It is possible that 

since more or l e s  correct identification of the speakers' L 1 and social information on the 

partîcular Ianguage group are requisites to make such a direct association, the lineners in 

Vermilion rekd more on comprehensibility of speech than on guessing the speakers' 

backgrounds: due to a very smalI Chinese popdation Î n  Vermilion, the high school 

students may not have had much contact with Cantonese speakers. Recd N u e ' s  and 

Rooney's (1996) hding that the Esteners in their study seemed to have relieci on their 

perception of acwntedness in making judgements on speakers' status when they were not 

cenain about the speakers' ethnic backgrounds. However, it is not clear why a 

conelarion between comprehensi'bility ratings and University snidents7 evaiuations of 

U h h i a n  speakers-& not comprehensibility Wgs and the otha two Iistener groups' 

e v d u a t i o ~ w a s  moderate- PerIiaps a Ulaainian accent itselfdid not evoke speakers' 

e d u d o n  Ievel for the University -dents. 

Accentedness and comrehensrLbI'litv ratines bv the t h e  listener jzroms 

The listeners in Edmonton gave higher accentedness d n g s  than the hÏgh school 

students in Vennilion to the M a n  speakers7 hdirating that the Edmonton Iisteners 
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rated the accentedness of the Uknhian speakers more harshiy than the Vermilion 

listaers. It is possible that the Vermilion listeners were more used to hearing M a n  

or Slavic accented speech, because the W a n  population is proportionally larger in 

Verniilion than in Edmoaton. 

However, the Edmonton listeners rated Cantonese speakers' accentedness slightly, 

although not significantIy7 more banhly than the Vermilion listeners. If familiarity with 

certain language varieties has a positive effect on Iisteners' perceptions of NNSs' speech, 

Vamilion midents would be expected to be harsher on their accentedness ratings for the 

Cantonese speakers. In addition, the Edmonton Lstenen, the high school students in 

partidar? gave higher comprehemi'bility r a ~ g s  than the Vermilion listeners to the 

Cantonese speakers. R e d  k i t  in Fiege's and Fletcher's midy (1992), NS Iisteners gave 

harsher accent judgements to NNSs' speech in the second session when they became 

more fsmiiliar with the speech. Thus. it may be the case that the listeners who were 

relatively more f d a r  with foreign accented speech were more coddent in 

understanding the speech, but at the same time they were more sensitive to acoustic 

Vanability. 

Perceived etbnic background and evaluations of NNSs 

The speakers who were perceived «, be of Empean background by the largest 

proportion of the Iisteners received the most positive evduations. W1th the exceptions of 

UhaÎn.Ïan speaker B and Cantonese speaker C, the speakers who wae perceived to have 

a Errropean background more than an Anan background tended to be d u a t e d  

positiveIy. Cantonese speaker C obviously does not conform to the pattern, Evert though 
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most of the listeners thought that she was Anan, she received higher ratings than 

Ukrainian speakers A and B. Also, W a n  speaker B received the most negative 

evaluations, despite the fact that she was not perceived to be heavily accented, and that 

she was perceived to be moderately comprehennbie and more tikely to be European than 

Asian. Therefore, when ali of the listeners were considered, a perceived Asian or 

European background was not the sole determinant of th& evaluations. 

Perceived ethnic background and evduations of NNSs bv the three m u p s  of listeners 

It seerns thai the listeners' puesses of speakers' ethnic backgrounds were most 

closely related to Meners' evaluations for the hi& school students in Vermilion. The 

rrmk order of NNSs in terms of th& evaluations roughly corresponds to the order of the 

proportion of listeners who thought that the speakers were of European background. This 

trend is cleara for the Cantonese speakers. Cantonese speakers B and D were perceived 

to be of Ewpean background by a large percentage of the listeners than the other two 

Cantonese speakers, and the former wae evaluated more potitively than the latter. AIso, 

Cantonese speakers A and C were thought to be more clearly Asian than Empean, and 

they were evaluated more negatively than the other two Cantonese speakers. For the 

UlÛainim speakers, however, the relationship betweai perceived ethic background and 

evaluahons Ïs not so apparent It may have somettiing to do wîth the fact that the 

percentage of Meners who thought that the Lkahian speakers' Lls were Empean 

Ianguages contains a rather substantial popdation of the listaiers who gaessed that the 

UIrrainian speakers were h m  Canada or the US. In other words, Verniilion listenerf 

designation of the Ukrainim speakers as Asian vs. European was not so clear. 
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Nonetheles, there seems to be a trend that the Uhinian speakers whose Lls  were 

perceived to be European languages received more positive evduations than otherwise. 

In texms of the listeners in Edmonton. the relationship between overd1 rank order 

of speakers by the evduation scores and perceived ethnic background seems different for 

Cantonese speakers and Ukrainian speakers. The evduations of Ukrainian speakers by 

the high school midents in Edmonton seem to be related to the extent to which the 

speakers were perceived to be of European background. The IXxahian speakers who 

were perceived to be of European background by a larger proportion of Esteners received 

more positive personality judgements. On the other hand, thîs pattern is not present for 

the Cantonese speakers. For instance. although haIf of the listeners thought htat 

Cantonese speaker B was European, her personaIity judgernent scores were Iowa than 

those of Cantonese speaker A.. Thus, the high school students Î n  Edmonton may have 

taken into accolmt their perceptions of speakers' ethnic backgrounds when they judged 

the personality traits of the Ukrainian speakers but not when they judged the Cantonese 

speakers. On the other hand, the unîversity students' evduations of either the Cantonese 

speakers or the Lkahian speakers and th& perception of the speakers' ethnic 

backgrounds do not seem to be relate& Thus, the University students m Edmonton were 

least IikeIy to be inauenced by their perception of the speakers' ethaic background in 

mahg  personality judgements. 

It is of parti& mterest that M a n  speaker B was consistently evaiuated 

negatively by alI three listener groups. I don't have a clear e x p l d o n  for this. As 

suggested earlier, the negative waluations she received may have been due to the fact that 
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she was perceived as aborigmd more o h  than the other NNSs. In fact, the listaiers in 

Edmonton who perceived her to be aboriginal gave her noticeably low evaluation scores 

( ranpg nom 1 to 3) across all the questions. Thus, it may have been the case that 

negative attitudes toward aboriginal people were covertly articulated in the rather 

negative evaluations towards Ukrainian speaker B. 

Summary 

The high school listeners in the presem midy tended to waluate NSs more 

positively than NNSs. The evaiuation patterns differed depending on the kixlds of 

questions the Iisteners were asked, and such differences sometimes seemed to have 

demonstrated the stemtypes that are assocîated with certain accents. The uivecsity 

listeners, however, did not tend to evduate NNSs on the basis of racial stereotypes. The 

listener groups who were more likely to have had experience in having contact with 

certain ethnic groups seemed to evduate speakers in terms of perception of the 

hdividuals' voîces rather than some stereotypical information of ethnie groups. In 

addition, the Iisteners who were more Likely to be familiar with linguÏstic diversity 

seemed to feel that NNSs' speech was easier to understand than the listenen who were 

l e s  Eely to be f d a r  with it, but the fornier seemed to have becorne more sensitive to 

divergence fmm a perceiveci pron&atÏon nom. 

ConcIusions 

Factors affectmg: NSs' evaIuations of Nh'Ss 

Con- to my ÎnÎtid hypothesis and previous studies (Giles, 1975; Brennan & 

Brennan, 198 1; N d e  & Rooney, I 996)' degree of accentedness was not conelated 



with NSs' evduations. Mead, evaluations were conelated with perceived ease of 

understanding NNSs' speech. AIthough it is not cIear whether perceived 

cornprehensiiility influenceci evaluations, or whetha perceived penonaliîy of NNSs 

influenceci comprehensiiility, it seems more Iikely that perceived comprehennbility 

mfluenced evaluations. Ifcomprehenn'bility of speech influenced personaIiîy judgements 

of WSs, then improvement of comprehensÏ"bility of speech would have a positive effect 

on crosscuIniral communication and contact AIso, the fact that accentedness ratings and 

comprehensiibility rahgs were not correlated seems to niggest that accent does not 

necessdy make NNSs' speech more difncult to undentand. This resembles Derwing's 

and Munro's finding (1997) that dthough most participants' accent r a ~ g s  and 

comprehensliility scores were significantly correlated, the correlation was rather weak. 

The university snidents' judgements of the speakers' personality were m o d y  not 

significantly different for the speakers with diffaent L1 backgrounds. It seems that the 

University students in the present midy did not evduate speakers on the basîs of speakers' 

L1 backgrounds. Furthemiore, their personality judgements of NNSs were not related to 

their perception of the speakers' ethnic background. Therefore, it was UneIy that the 

wersity students based th& judgements of the speakers' personaIity not on the 

speakers' perceived ethnic background, but on how the speech soimded. 

The two groups of high school Esteners were similar to the extent thaî they both 

generally rated NSs more positively than NNSs. An important dinetence between the 

two groups of hieners is their evaluations of the Cantonese speakers. The high school 

-dents in Verniilion evaIuated the Cantonese speakers more negatively théin the 
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Lkahïan speakers, while the high school students in Edmonton did not clearly 

distuiguish the two speaker groups in the5 evduations. Such a difference may have to do 

with the unfamilianty of the Vermilion Estenen and the familiarity of the Edmonton hi& 

school listenen with a Cantonese accent and its speakers. 

Another difference between the reactions of the two groups of hi& school 

-dents îs that the evaluations of NNSs by the hi& school stridents in Vermilion seem to 

have been rdated to their perception of the NNSs' ethnic background, whereas the 

evaluations of NNSs by the high school students in Edmonton seem to have been related 

to the perceived ethnic background only of the W a n  speakers. Considering the fact 

that the Vermilion Listeners evduated the speakers whom they perceived to have 

Empean backgrounds more positively than the speakers whom they perceived to have 

A~ian backgrounds7 it is possible that the Vermilion lineners direct& their negative 

reactions to visible minorities (assurning that they associateci Euopeans with a '%hite" 

population). On the other hanci, for the Edmonton high schooI Meners, the ethnic 

background of the speakers was related to the evduations of the rnÛ.àinian speakers only- 

More specificdy, the tkabian speakers who were perceived to be of Etxropean 

background by more Iisteners received higher personaIity mtmgs than otherwise. This 

might Ïndicate that the high school students m Edmonton did mdicate their preference for 

non-visii1e mkorities o v a  visiible minorities. NevertheIess, the e thn ie  of the 

Cantonese speakers was not as important in m a h g  judgements, pahaps because the 

high school studeats in Edmonton were Iike1y to have had direct contact (e-g. in 

cIassrooms) wah Cantonese speakers. 
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It is aiso possible that the relatively mdiscriminating evaluations by the lmiversity 

students was a hc t ion  of age difference, educationd level, experience, gender, or a 

combination of the above. However, the diffaence between high school listeners in 

Vermilion and in Edmonton may indicate that familiarity was an important factor in the 

present study. It seems that familiarity with a particdar ethnic group has an effect on 

NSs ' perception of NNSs. If NSs are familiar with a specific ethnic group, their 

perception of NNSs may be largely determîned at a personal level. If, on the other hanci, 

the listeners never had personal interaction with rnembers of a pdcular  ethnic group, 

then the listeners' perception may be more saongly shaped by social information such as 

stereotypes and images of culnrral groups that are associatecl with accents. hother  side 

of the f d a r Ï t y  eEect has to do with comprehennbility and accentedness judgements of 

foreîgn accented speech. The Estenen in Edmonton gave higher comprehensibility 

ratings but harsher afcentedness ratings to NNSs than did the Vermilion Menen. This 

hding suggests that familiarity with pdcular accents heIps comprehensi'bility (cf Gass 

& Varonis, 1984), while familiarity makes NSs more sensitive to acoustic deviations 

h m  their perceived n o m  Therefore, an interplay of familiarity with accents and an 

understandmg of diverse cuItures seems to be necessary to fdtate cross- 

IinguisticlmSÇ-CUI~ communication. 

ImOIicaîions and Iimitations of the mesent studv 

This study has socid, educatiod, and linguÎstic impiications The Iisteners Ï n  a 

raral community d u a t e d  Cantonese speakers more negativeIy than NSs and M a n  

speakers. Such a d o n  might have been due to the listeners' relative uufkdiar i~ 
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with Cantonese speakers. If this was the case, then familiarity with diverse cultures and 

people rnay have a positive effect on NSs' perception of NNSQ and it would be important 

to encourage people to familiarize themselves with cultural and linguistic divers@ to 

f d t a t e  understanding of different cultures. However, in reality? immigrants tend to 

setîIe in city centres, and therefore nual communities tend to remain rdatively 

hornogeneous. If the Canadian goveniment is serious about the integration of 

immigrants, the issue of geographicd settlement must be addressed. 

The linguistic and educational implicarions of the present study are interrelateci. 

WhïIe some midies suggest that accent on reduce the inteEgiLbility of NNSs' speech 

(Munn, & Derwing, 1995a, 199%)' it is likeIy that comprehennbility can be faciltated 

by familiarÏty with speech variations. Thus, the mere presence of foreign accent rnay not 

dways impede communication. In addition, there is growing evidence suggesting that an 

accent is pemanent (Flege, 1984; 1988b; Flege, Munro, & MacKay? 1995; Long, 1990). 

Thus, it May be beneficial to investigare ways to make NSs f d a r  with various accents. 

In the present snidy, comprehennbüity r a ~ g s  and evaluations that NNSs received were 

moderately correlated, However, it is not clear whether perception of a speaker's 

penonaiity inauenceci comprehemiibility, or whether comprehensr'bIlity influencecl NSs' 

judgements of a NNS's personality. If'comprehemi'bility affects how a speaker is 

perceived, then the oiciltation of co~nprehensl'bility wodd be important m personal 

mtaactom. IfpersonaIity judgements affect comprehensr'bility, thm wmprehensriility 

wodd be partly a fimction of listeners' attitudes towards the speaker, and wodd have to 



nie present study has methodologid limitations. The stimulus voices were 

selected without coIlsUI~g a third party of listeners prior to the experiments to ainw 

that they were dl "good" representatives of the three accents. Another important issue is 

that the Iisteners were forced to make judgements on questions that the researcher 

provideci. In fact, some listeners reported that making judgements on speakers' 

personalihes based on voice cues done was a difficult task Although 1 kept the passage 

reelhvely short to avoid boring the Iîsteners, it might a h  have made the task a diflicult 

one. 

This study is also limited in the sense that it eliminated the potential effect of the 

speakers' gender. For fbttrre studies, it rnay be valuable to compare the reactions to 

fernale and maIe NNSs. 

Another point that needs to be raised is whether the degree of lineners' 

acceptance of foreign accent rnay ciiffer in larger cities and in medium sized cities such as 

Edmonton. Moreover, among the menopolitan cities, people's may Vary 

dependhg on the current immigration situabons of each city- Thus, it may be worthwhile 

to condua similar studies in vanous metroplitan cities. 

The present midy was not able to pinpoint variables that affécted Iisteners' 

evduations. That is to say thas although familiarity with parti& ethnic groups seems 

to have been an important factor, it was not made very clear ifrdatively non- 

* - .  chammatory evaluations by the University -dents were due to thek age, genda, socio- 

economic status, or education levek, or an interadon of each, Therefore, m fbture 

studies, these variables should be controned- 
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The fact that some listeners-especidy those who were most likely to be 

unfamiliar with foreign accented speechtian difnculties identifjing speakers' L 1 

backgrounds obscured the effect of speaken' LI backgrounds on listeners' evduations. 

Thus, providing listaien with information about speakers (e.g. labelhg speech with 

speakers' LI background etc.; see NesdaIe & Rooney, 1996) may produce diEerent 

d t s -  

FinaIly, the present study is limited in the sense that only NSs' responses were 

exâmined. Having NSs as the evaluators and NNSs as the evaluated gants agency only 

to NSs, and seems to focus on the unequaI relationships between NSs and NNSs without 

investiga~g how these relationships may be contesteci. NNSs' responses should be 

cokcted and examined in a f&me study in order to gain more insight into social 

structures and ethnic relationships. 
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APPENDICES 

Appendix A 

Stimulus text 

T m  years ago, Canadians thought the outlook for hedth was a very good one. With 

the development of antibiotics and vaccines, many diseases such as d p o x  were 

eIiminirted- Today the picture doem't look so good. Many vÎruses and bacteria have 

become resistant to drugs. In addition. new diseases have emerged. It seems as though 

the heaith problems of Canadians will not be solved by the year 2000 f ier  ail. 



Instructions: Listen to each voice and answer the following questions by cirtling the 
number that is ciosest to your judgement or filhg in the blank Imagine that you are 
listening to someone's voice for the first time on the telephone or radio. 

Do you think this speaker is intefigent? 

Very unintefigrnt 
1 2 3 4 5 

Do you think this speaker is competent? 

*Do you thin. this speaker is Wise? 

Very tmwise 
1 - 7 3 4 5 

Do you thmk this speaker is confident? 

Do you think this speaker is reliable? 

Very uureIiable 
1 2 3 4 5 

Do you think this speaker is cooperative? 

Very uncoopaatke 
1 C 7 3 4 5 

Do you thmk this speaker is kind? 

Do yon thmk this speaker is sociable? 

Very ansonable 
1 4 5 

Very intelligent 
6 7 

Vcry confident 
6 7 

Very &le 
6 7 

Very cooperative 



9. *Do you think this speaker is fiendly? 

10. Do you think this speaker is interesting? 

1 1. *Do you think this speaker is heaithy? 

Very rmhealthy 
1 2 3 4 5 

12. Do you thhk this speaker is attractive? 

Very unamactive 
t 2 3 4 5 

13. *Do you think this speaker is approachable? 

14. +Do you think this speaker is &able? 

15. *Cari you imagine this speaker as your fiend? 

Not at aii 

1 2 3 4 5 

16. *Do you think this speaker is successful in business? 

17. Do you fhink this speaker is well-educated? 

18. Do you thmk this speaker is wealthy? 

Very attractive 
7 

Very approachable 
7 

Very iikable 
7 

Very mnch 
7 

vay sa- 
7 

Very wcalthy 
5 6 7 



19. Do you think this speaker is hard-workïng? 

 ver^ laZy Vay hard-workÏng 
1 II 7 3 4 5 6 7 

20 How pleasant is the voice to you? 

vay impleasanf 
1 2 3 4 

21 Was the speech easy to understand? 

22. HOW old do you think the speaker is? 

23. How accented did this person's speech somd to you? 

No accent VW 
1 II 7 3 4 5 6 7 

24. Where do you think this speaker is ffom? 

25. What do you think this person's fim Ianguage is? 

lTfhese questions were excludeci in the experiments in high schools. 



Amendix C 

Ouestionnaire B 

Please answer the foliowing questions about yourself. 

Femde 1 Male 

Do you have nomal hearing? Yes / No 

What is your motha's m e n t  occupation? 

What is your father7s a m n t  occupation? 

What was the highest level of education your rnother achieved? 

a no high school b. some high school 
c. hi& school diploma 
d. some University (e g. University of Alberta), coIlege (e.g. Lakeland College), 

or technid institution (e-g. NAïï) 
e. university (BA or equivalent) f. Masters or PhD 
g. 1 don? Imow 

What was the highest level of education your father achieved? 

a no highschool b. some high school 
c. hi& school diploma 
d some University? coliege, or technical institution 
e. miversiity (BA or quiden t )  
f. Masters or PhD 
g. 1 don't know 

List alI the languages you speak fluently. 

Whaî language(s) do you speak most often? 

List aII the Ianguages you have studied other than your f b t  Isuiguage. 

Ifyou have never studied any languages other than your fïrst language, do you intend 

to do so Ïn the future? Yes (Lmguages: ) I No 

Do you thmk Ieaming a second language is important? 

Not at an VCIY- 
1 2  3 4 5 6 7 



6. Have you ever travelled outside of Alberta, but within Canada? Ifso, list the 

provinces and territories you've been to. 

7. Have you eva travekd outside of Canada? Ifyou have, Est al1 the courîtries you've 

bee9 to. 

8. Have you ever iived abroad for more than three months? If you have, list aLi the 

corntries in which you have lived, and indicate the approrcimate length of stay in each 

country (in months or years). Country: length: 

9. Have you had any contact with people whose first language is not English? Ifyou 

have, how close was the relationship you had with hem? 

IO. What do you think about cunent immikgation levek? 

Too many immrimmrgrants More immigrants 
art aIlowed shonid be aliowcd 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

18. Fmm which of these places shodd Canada be recniiting immigrants? (Circle as 

r, Latin Amexïca/South Amerka b- AfEcan CO-untries 
c. Middle East d South Asia (e-g. India, Pakistan) 
e. BrÎtain 
L South East Asia (e-g- Vietnam, MaIaysia) 
g- AtstdaMew Zealand IL USA 
i. WestemEmpe 
j. East Asia (e-g. China, Japan, Hong Kong, Korea) 
k Can'bbean L EastemEmpe 
S. otfier(s) 



19. What criteria do you think the governent should use in admitting immigrants to 

Canada? Circle as rnany as appIy. 

education Ievel b. occupation 
English andfor French Ianguage ski& 
ethnic background e. personal income 
existing family in Canada g. humanitarian reasoas (e.g. refugees) 
age 
religion 

i. marital stanis 
k. criminal record 

political involvernent in &t country 
other 

1. hdlcate your opinion of r n ~ l t i c u l ~ s m  on the scale below. 

Evayone shotxid adopt It is impartant to support 
Canadian customs a Yafiety of cuihlrc~ 

I 2 3 3 5 6 7 

2. Which of the following sentences best describes your opinion of bilinpuaiism? 

u. English is ail that is needed in Canada 
v. AU Canadians should speak in English and French. 
W. Everyone should be allowed to choose which language to sp& 
x. People should be able to access ail federal goverment senices in either 

English or French. 
y. I don't know. 

1. Mat ethnic background do you consider yourseif to be? 

2. What generation Canadian do you consider yourseIf to be? 






